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Scandal, Misconduct Mais Second SGA Election
r»Yl.AUKI'I.J>ORTNOY&
tit'ttiar I'.tlitor t't Neuw Writer
TJu1 Student C Jovernment
Association Klections held las!
week wt'ii1 marred by allega-
tions of unscrupulous events
and unethical campaign prae-
tici'.s.
The list of tUvus.itioiiK en-
compasses seven uf (he twelve
candidates fur executive posi-
tions. In addition, the Conner
Flections C 'ommittee Chairman
was removed from his position
under a t'loud of questionable
conduct.
'f'he mo!it serious t>f these
incidents involves newly elected
SC;A President Marlon
Quintanilla Hl&, Quintanilla is
presently serving out his term
as President of La Vo/, l.atina
(1.VI.), the campus organization
forl,a lino students, It was in his
role as leader of this organiza-
tion thai Quintanilla's behavior
came underserutiny by theSGA
Budget Committee.
According to Kirsten
Kowalski '93, the current Vice
President of Hnanee and head
of the Budget Committee,
Quintanilla used I,a Vox Latina
funds in violation of (he SGA
Budget Committee Appropria-
tions Manual. The manual re-
quires that all spending be allo-
cated in one of four areas: all
campus programs, intra-group
programs, equipment, and con-
ferences. "This ex-
penditure was
completely ille-
gal," said
Kowalski.
A Student
Life Resource
Center staff mem-
ber who did not
wish to be identi-
fied verified that
campaign posters
on Quintanilla's
behalf were made
in the SI.KC.
Kowalski discov-
ered a set of
of the investigation, Quintanilla
acknowledged the charges
against him and explained that
LVL had voted to pay for his
signs as a reimbursement for
past out of pocket expenses.
Annette Fernandes '96, Vice
chargeslo I.VI.lor M a i I o n Q"">««'>n>lla and Sunny Asghar, the newly
( 3 is! >rs nid the c ' c c l C { ' *>GA President and Vice-President, have both
I
 n been scarred by the unprofessional election
same day. Copy , ' *
i . , campaigns that were run.
machine charges l b
were also incurred on LVL'sac- President of LVL and newly
elected Budget Committee
member, confirmed that LVL
approved the allocation.
At this time, Quintinalla
was unable to produce receipts
for the aforementioned ex-
penses.
The procedures [for reim-
bursement] are vague," said
Quintanilla. "It would have
taken me two weeks to get a
check. There was no malicious
intent."
"This was a
misappropriation
of funds," noted
Kowalski. "If Stu-
dent Activities
owes you money
you spend that [the
reimbursement]
check/' in regards
to Quintanilla's
claim that he was
expediting the pro-
cess.
A l t h o u g h
Quintanilla claims
to have taken up
all charges, as of
Friday, April 30th,
Kowalski has not
received any evi-
dence of the situa-
BETH PIBO
, s ac-
count.
Upon noting this,
Kowalski brought the concern
to the attention of the Budget
C 'ommitlei- when* an investiga-
tion was pursued. In the course
tion being resolved.
The fee for printing post-
ers for a student organization is
$3 per poster while individuals
must pay $6.
Kowalski confirmed that
this was not the only time that
LVL's spending practices have
come under question during this
academic year. As a result of
these violations the Budget
Committee placed the organi-
zation on budgetary probation
for the 93-94 year. "Our con-
cerns are also reflected in their
funding for next year," said
Kowalski.
To date, no punitive ac-
tions have been taken against
Quintanilla. "When members
of an organization are aware of
the guidelines, we have to fault
the organization," said
Kowalski. "It depends upon the
situation and in this situation
the price will be paid by the
organization."
Out-going Student Gov-
ernment Association President
QuantiDavis '93 refused to com-
ment on the situation.
Allegations have also
been raised against the other two
presidential candidates, Robyn
Adcock '94 and Doug Connelly
'95. A senior member of the
Tripod Editorial Board who at-
tended the SGA debate on
Wednesday April 21st accused
Adcock of plagarizing a portion
of her speech from an article the
please turn to page 6
Spring Weekend '93
Stmwhim*, barbecue!*, and frisbecs characterized
Spring Weekend '93. See pages 10-11 for photo a
spread. Wrap-up article of the festivities on page 7,
Long Walk March Supports Gays
relatively small, there was a
good mix of students and fac-
ulty involved. Professor of En-
glish Paul Lauter said that the
march would "help us rethink
the norm because Trinity is a
very homophobic campus."
The march itself was met
with mixed feelings from those
viewing it and those participat-
ing in it. Hope Ingersoll '95 said
"I hope it makes people who are
gay feel better and know its okay
to come out."
Marc Furigay '93, who
marched intermittently because
he was on crutches, said "we
should have an environment
where everyone feels accepted."
However, all were not as
optimistic about the march and
its potential to prompt change.
"This will have a minor effect
because a more aggressive ef-
fort isneeded to raise conscious-
ness," said JasonSlavik'93,"this
is just a little reminder since gays
please turn to page 5
BY PAUL SULLIVAN
News Editor
A silent march for gay,
lesbian,and bisexual rights took
place on Monday, April 26 from
noon to 1:30 p.m. The marchers
walked up and down the long
walk and through Mather sev-
eral times carrying signs with
various slogans on them. The
signs ranged from "They're here,
they're queer, get used to it" to
"If you support gay rights then
drink on Spring
Weekend."
Amy Tatko
'93 organized the
march. Her initial
reason was that
homosexuality
had never been
discussed when
she was growing
up, and now i t was
time to end the si-
lence. "There's a
constant need for
maintenance work
to remind people
that the problem
[of ignorance] still
exists," said Tatko.
Although ^^
the match was Students and faculty marched to support differing sexual orientations.
SASKIA
iHES.
WHAT'S INSIDE THIS WEEK'S TRIPOD...
WORLD & NATION:
Rachel Gold looks at Clinton's first
100 days and Dan Anixt calls for an
end io ethnic cleansing on page 9.
Peace in the Middle East,
Dreadnought, and Letterman's time
slot on page H. Read W&M.
FEATURES:
Prasant Sar is hanging out in Indian
Digest this week (p.17), and Along
the Long Walk asks seniors about
nextyear(p. 16). Also, Brian Johnson's
last Tripod article on page 16. Set?
Features on pages 16 & 17.
ARTS:
From The Back Row: a review of The
Night We Never Met appears on page
13. Also, an article on a funding
increase for the National Endowment
for the Arts. Check out Arts on page
13.
SPORTS:
Men's Lax, Tennis, and Track are
updated on page 19. Stats appear on
page 19 also. Softball is playoffbound
(p. 18). A profile of Baseball slugger
Jeff Devanney '93 is on page 18. See
sports, pages 18-20.
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| f one were asked "What would be the
ideal weekend at Trinity College?" the
I response would be a description very
similar to the Spring Weekend of 1993.
Students hoped for a weekend full of sun, and
were treated to three days that were almost "without
a cloud in the sky." It wasn't too hot; it wasn't very
humid. Unlike last year, when rain of Biblical propor-
tions dampened the spirits of students, this year
provided flawless weather.
Both the Violent Femmes and Black Sheep gave
excellentperf ormances while students danced, basked
in the sun, and celebrated life.
Students brought couches, coolers, barbecues,
refrigerators, pools, chairs, and blankets out onto the
Life Science Quad for "The Ideal Spring Weekend."
There were no major incidents reported to Cam-
pus Safety. For what some would argue is the biggest
drinking weekend of the year, there were fewer
matters for security to deal with than on an average
weekend during the term.
Congratulations are in order for the men and
women that make up the Trinity College Activities
Council for their stupendous efforts in putting last
weekend together.
J.L.B.
This week, Around Trinity has
a theme. Paying homage to one of
the finest tabloid-soft-news-gossipy
forms of media ever committed to
print, Around Trinity is proud to host
r. V. Guide's CHEERS AND JEERS.
Cheeis
A very big-time Cheers and
the ail-too definitive Kudos to those
organizations on campus that had to
work during this, the mother of all
bacchanalian weekends. Campus
Safety (coupled with Hartford's Fin-
est) kept the peace.
Buildings and Grounds and
the campus custodians worked furi-
ously to clean up the aftermath of the
picnics and parties both inside and
outside. AIKI tine final tip of the hat
;t^XQ6£,4^Q.&ftS«dirMed the en-
tire shebang - from the bands on
Friday, to the Funfair on Saturday, ti>
the bands on Sunday - and then had •
to stick around to both set-up, and:
break down and clean up after the
masses. . . ...
The weekend was successful
because of these groups and indi-
viduals. We at Around Trinity salute
you!
Jeers!
Jeers
... goes to albwho participated in
the 1st Annual Testosterone Sweaty Mosh
Slam Pit. During the Femmes set, many
uninhibited, shirtless men took it upon
themselves to bond. Their primal exer-
cise involved wrestling whoever was in
the middle of the circle out of the circle, In
any manner possible.
This resulted in "big, sweaty, drunk
guys rolling around on the ground" and
irritating those in the general vicinity
who didn't participate and were usually
smaller, according to an Around Trinity
source. The ritual ended with "lots of
high-fives and hugs." Sources of Around
Trinity claim that they had not seen such
a blatant, homo-erotic bonding display
since Robert Bly's inner child retreats of
the 80s,
Cheers...
... to Mother Nature. Could any
campus, anywhere, have been so blessed
with such outstanding weather on any
three day consecutive period? We at
•Around Trinity don't think so. Yes, tem-
peratures were in the 70s. The sun was
shining. The skies were clear. The eve-
nings were coolly comfortable. And the
joint, as they say, was jumpin'.
Cheers
. A tribute to Smackhead, who
played their "las t ever Trinity show"
on Friday night. Amidst a flurry of
pyrotechnics, and on the two year
anniversary of their first ever per-
formance, Smack' rocked to a feisty
crowd. According to an intimate
source, however, this "last ever"
ploy was merely "a light, controver-
sial PR stunt." We fans at Around
Trinity sure hope that the latter is
the case.
Jeers
To Marriott. While the food
service has been first-rate this se-
mester,-Around Trinity noted some
... and a general thumbs down
to anyone who, this weekend, did
not take the minimal effort to clean
up after themselves (or their dogs, as
was the case in Wheatondormitory).
There was much too much trash,
bottles, boot, and other unpleasant
sundries scattered in every nook and
cranny of the campus this weekend
to just leave it. Shame on you!
Cheers...
... to the music. We at Around
Trinity salute the inconceivable pot-
pourri of performances which
sounded this past weekend. Top on
the list were the Black Sheep and the
Violent Femmes, Perhaps it was be-
cause the shows were outside and
discernible to the ear this year, but
reviews of the "gigs" were favor-
able. The toe-tapping, hip-hopping
sets inspired all to groove. Or, in the
case of some, slam. To that end, the
first big Jeer...
Jeers
- and also a bit of interspersed
Cheers, go to the spate of formals which
always occur on this annual weekend
frenzy. The Jeer is the fact that an socially
ambitious and motivated student had to
shell out BIG BUCKS in order to party
this weekend.
Elmo's "Mixing it Up with
Jagermeister" party was unique (and -
insert "Cheer" here - officially sponsored
by Jager'.), but not enough to warrant
twelve freaking dollars.
And Psi-U's dressed up frat party,
thankfully, was outdoors (CHEERS to
that) -because who would pay ten dollars
to wear formal clothing and then run
laps in the Psi-U basement? Even Cleo
was bitten by the bug, sponsoring their
"Rites of Spring" for five bucks.
All this cash flow made the "Hot-
Dog Man's" two dollar dogs seem like
steals, and Around Trinity would suggest
that perhaps more students can apply for
financial aid for next year.
g p s with the picnic
on the Cave Patio on Sunday night.
For one, there were too many people,
and not enough room.
For another, the food selec-
tion was very, very limited - no real
alternatives next to hot dogs and
hamburgers - and no Sundae bar!
Perhaps a scaled down set-up in the
dining hall, in concordance with the
picnic, could be a viable compro-
mise for both Marriott employees
and hungry students.
Cheers
To the Freshman class study
break on Thursday night. They
hosted a "All Out Pig Out" on the
Elton/Jones quad at 9 p.m. - com-
plete with Chinese food, pizza, Ken-
tucky Fried Chicken, Blow Pops, and
soda.
An added attraction was the
impromptu band which played (in-
cluding harmonica, guitars, bass,
drums, and saxes) during the festi-
val. A mello, enjoyable way to kick
off the class of '96''s first ever Spring
Weekend.
Jeers...
...to those who tried to spoil
the fun for everyone by calling in
noise complaints during the day-
time and early evenings of Spring
Weekend. If 'ya really had to work
that bad, the library was open.
^
^
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To the Editor:
I am writing in response to Jim
Barr's editorial in the'April 20th edition
of The Tripod. As a former Tripod writer
myself, I feel obliged to correct a few
factualerrors, as well to comment upon
what seem to be misinterpretations by
the author.
First, let me speak to the timing of
the Admissions Office's move to the
former President's house. As everyone
is undoubtedly aware, the period be-
tween early December and late March is
an extremely busy one in Admissions.
After careful consideration, I asked John
Woolley to delay the move until mid-
May, when most of the activity recruit-
ing the Class of 1997 would be com-
pleted. It is important to understand tha t
this change in our moving schedule was
carefully planned, and in no way re-
sulted from any foot dragging orinatten-
tion on the part of Duildingsand Grounds.
The editorial goes on to question
the necessity for a new admissions loca-
tion. The Trustees and various members
of the campus community discussed the
issues involved almost two years ago
and there was a general agreement at
that time that there were several advan-
tages to be gained by the move. While
our current space in Downes is certainly
attractive and adequate, it is neverthe-
less quite cramped.
We are currently short one office
space, with one of the Assistant Directors
forced to borrow a vacant desk in the
Development Office and "float" among
his colleagues' offices each day when
privacy is needed for an admissions in-
terview. The plain fact is that space
concerns are very real in the Admissions
Office, and the move will alleviate many
of these problems.
Much of the editorial consists of
the writer's opinions as to the architec-
tural style and appearance of the former
President's house, and while we are all
entitled to our own views in matters of
taste, I would think these concerns are
secondary to how well the new location
will serve both the Admissions Office
operation and, more importantly, our
Chairman Of SG A Elections
Committee Accepts Responsibility
 F a c u l J y ReSpOnds To Dialogue Section
To the lidittir: (nrmnViv.nA nnH tlm timn that ncvllc (nr " *• C
visitors. The view from the living room
of the house, soon to be,our lobby, is very
impressive. The large picture windovvs
on the south wall lookout on the Chapel'
and the clock Tower, while the side win-
dows allow a visitor to' see the panorama
of the playing fields as well, The room
itself is much larger than our current
lobby, which will alleviate the crowding
which sometimes occurs now. We plan
on having at least one wall available for
displays of student and faculty art work,
something which we are not able to do in
our current location.
I think that Tripod readers should
also know that the Facilities Manage-
ment Committee, made up of faculty,
students, and administrators, had iden-
tified the President's house asapotential
site for the Admissions Of fide well over a
year before President Gerety's decision
to relocate his residence.
Without rehashing issues that were
discussed and settled long ago, I would
point out that President Gerety moved to
another location in Hartford so that his
yo ung children could grow up in a neigh-
borhood, with other children and fami-
lies, rather than fraternities and offices,
surrounding them. Previous presidents
Justified
did not have young children, and did not
therefore need to consider such issues.
•The editorial's final point centers on
where future presidents might live, now
that the Admissions Office will occupy
the former presidential residence. The
statement that "Trinity will be without a
place for the President of the College to
live" simply is not true. In fact, there are
several houses on the south side of Ver-
non Street which are both larger and in
many ways more suitable for a
President's house than the previous lo-
cation, and there will be no need to turn,
as the editorial suggests, to an old frater-
nity house for such accommodations.
In a few weeks, we will pack up
and move to our new space. With this
move to the former President's House,
our Admissions Office will have accom-
plished a significant upgrade in our space
without the enormous expenditure which
would have been necessary to construct
a new building. This seems to me to be a
real accomplishment on the part of the
College and those responsible for the
management of its physical plant.
Sincerely,
David M Borus '
Dean of Admissions & Financial Aid
  o
The lead article in the last issue of
The Tripod discussed the recently over-
turned SGA Elections, nolingcomplaints
both of voting procedure and the objec-
tivity and comportment of members of
the election committee;.
As the Chairman of the SGA Elec-
tions Committee, 1 take full responsibil-
ity for the first of these complaints. It is
certainly true that we were forced, for
various reasons, to deviate from stan-
dard elections procedures; thismay have
aroused some questions as to the accu-
racy of the results.
However, between the time that
the list of announced candidates was
fo alized, a d he e  polls fo
the first election closed, no suggestion
was made to me or to another member of
the Elections Committee that there was a
problem regarding objectivity or com-
portment, and I strongly reject the idea
that I or another member of the Commit-
tee acted during that time in a manner
that was less than fair, unbiased and
nonpartisan.
I have no doubt that the accusa-
tions will be discounted by members of
the Trinity Community, for I have total
faith in my own standard of fairness, as
well as in the judgement of every mem-
ber of the Elections Committee.
Sincerely,
Jay Wise '95
Officers Acted On Probable Cause
To the Editor:
The following is a short scenario
which is intended to make you think
about racism, the security of our cam-
pus, and the inherent problems associ-
ated with each.
Your name is Officer John Jacob •
Jingleheimer Schmidt, you are a secu-
rity officer here at Trinity College, on
patrol outsideofJarvisonSummitStreet
after dark. While there you notice two
youths,bothapparently Hispanic males
in their mid-teens. They have just ar-
rived from the woods on the far side of
Summit Street, and are proceeding to-
ward, and then across, Zion Street ,
being obviously careful to stay near the
woods. One of the young men is wear-
ing dark clothes, including a hooded
sweatshirt with the hood off, the other
dark pants and a white jacket. Upon
their arrival at the point across the road
from the Cook Arch, the gentleman
wearing the hooded sweatshirt puts
his hood up and pulls the string tigh I so
as to partially conceal his face. The
other young man simultaneously re-
moves his all white jacket and reverses
it so that it is now all black. At this point
the two of them cross together onto the
Trinity Campus.
The two people proceed to take a
very scenic and twisty course through
the campus. They first head under the
eight woman arch and turn along side
the Cave Patio. They then proceed to
walk toward the passage between the
McCookbuilding and Jones. Theirnext
maneuver is to turn around McCook
and pass on the North side of the Ferris
Athletic Center. Upon reaching the
Broad Street fence, they turnNorth and
proceed to walk across the playing field
toward the Broad/Vernon parking lot.
At this point you, and two of the
other officers who have been monitor-
ing the activities of the individuals
throughout the evening for about 20
minutes, decide to stop them and in-
quire as to their reasons for being on
campus this late at night, especially in
such an unsecured, and dangerous area.
After a brief discussion which is not
filled with hostility, The two young
men depart campus directly through
the nearby gate which they had re-
cently opted not to use. They then walk
around campus and go back the way
that they came.
Do you feel insulted that these
officers would racially harass these two
innocent people because of the color of
their skin and the manner in which
they chose to wear their clothes? Do
you feel sa fer knowing that the security
here at Trinity is on its toes enough to
notice this type of behavior? Do you
think that these officers had no right to
stop these men because they had, in
fact, done nothing wrong? Do you feel
that this was a good example of officers
doing their job?
I would like to commend those
officers involved for acting on Prob-
able Cause and common sense. Prob-
able Cause is the right which allows
officers to do their job in order to pre-
vent incidents from occurring. These
officers acted well in a situation which,
according to some of the over-sensitive
reactionaries on this campus, would
constitute blatant racism.
Sincerly,
Kevin Blumberg '95
To the editor:
The April 20 Dialogue section of
The Tripod addresses a number of impor-
tant issues germane to the current dis-
cussion among faculty concerning guide-
lines of faculty-student relationships.
Ms. Tatko's column shows the com-
plexity of the issues involved, in contrast
with the simplistic version that assumes
a priori affiliation to a guilty or victim
group. In real ity, besides the blatant cases
of sexual harassment which we all con-
demn/human relationships are en-
meshed in a sea of projections, insensi-
tivities, misjudgements and such. Even
well-intentioned professors, indepen-
dently of their gender or culture, can be
insensitive or misread students' inten-
tion^, but so can students. The complex-
ity and ambiguity of social and sexual
dynamics/as Ms. Tatkd states, must be
acknowledged before they can be
handled sensitively and responsibly.
Ms. Irvine-Robinson cogently ad-
dresses in her commentary the likely
probability that an attempt to legislate
professorial behavior and ideology be-
yond the cases of sexual harassment
would destroy individuality and bring
about fear and confusion on both sides.
Further, to presume that professors and
students can only interact within a very
restricted framework is not only sad but
insulting by preempting the capacity of
adult students to make judgments for
themselves.
Victoria Ludwin asks directly why
many professors avoid any type of inter-
action outside of the strict academic
boundaries. There are at least two an-
swers to this question: the first one being
that some professors may actually not
care to engage with students outside of
their professional obligations, the other
one relating to the sheer fear that per-
sonal warmth or friendliness, which may
be judged by some of the recipients as
one of the richest aspects of academia,
may be judged by others as "unprofes-
sional" or even harassing, with the obvi-
ous dire consequences.
Thomas Catlaw comments that
friendship among faculty and students
"pollutes the classroom," We sympa-
thize with his fear of favoritism creeping
unto the classroom, but his foe should
strictly be favoritism rather than friend-
ship. Warm relationships among stu-
dents and faculty do not necessarily en-
tail the outcome that he fears. It is abso-
lutely fallacious to assume that students
or faculty are completely "objective"
about the way they deal with each other
and with students. We do not know of
any professor who does not appreciate
pome stu den Is more than others, the same
way that students prefer some profes-
sors more than others. We also remem-
ber memorable instructors who became
special precisely because they allowed
us to know them more fully as human
beings and professionals outside of the
classroom setting.
We want to conclude by thanking
all of the Dialogue contributors. They all
exemplify what Ms. Irvine-Robinson
describes as faculty learning from rela-
tions with students. Your writers ex-
press in a frank and direct way opinions
that are unpopular in some circles. They
exemplify one of the main goals of our
endeavors: to empower students, all stu-
dents, to let us know with courage and
candor what aspects of ourbehavior they
may find objectionable, in what ways
our interactions within and outside of
the classroom enrich their lives (and
ours). We support the goal of the Facul ty's
Ad-Hoc Committee to eliminate sexual
harassment and hope that we will be able
to accomplish that without destroying
warm yet professional relations among
students and faculty.
Sincerely,
John Alcorn, History
Etzel Cardena, Psychology
Dario Del Puppo, Modern Languages
Arthur Feinsod, Drama and Dance
Andrew Gold, Economics
Richard Gold/Performing Arts
Dori Katz, Modern Languages
Robert J. Kirschbaum, Studio Arts
P.S. Additionalcolleagues alsoexpressed
their support for the content of this letter.
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• -Please note: Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m, the Friday preceding
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No unsigned oranonymousletterswillbeprintcd,althoughnamesmay be withheldif so requested after
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server in the General Resources zone of the Trinity College network. Letters may also be submitted on
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In the last few hectic weeks of a school year, the College's
release of the academic calendar for the next year passes as one
of many things that is tabled by students until their exams and
graduation are over. Then the summer arrives, and they pack
up their papers, not to look at them till their return to Trinity.
If they had.read the calendar carefully when it was released,
they would have found that it is one of the Administration's
favorite ways of announcing changes in policy without having
to face up to student protests. Once the next year has started,
and students finally have an opportunity to study the calendar
and complain about its shortcomings, the Administration can
fend off criticism by explaining that when the calendar was
released five months ago, no one felt unhappy about it. Five
months ago, of course, the students were all studying for finals,
and had other things to do besides grapple with Trinity's
bureaucracy.
In the past few years, the calendar has announced a
number of changes unpopular with the student body. Two
examples that come to mind are the change from a two-week to
a one-week Spring Break after the 1991-92 school year, and the
labeling of Saturday, December 12 and Sunday, December 13
as first semester's Reading Days. In each case, features of the
calendar which students found worthwhile were altered with-
out consultation or announcement, other than a tiny one line
reference in a two page memo. While the Curriculum Commit-
tee was able to respond to the SGA's questions concerning
Reading Days, the Administration has yet to properly explain
another change in the calendar which is about to take place.
A review of the 1992-93 Trinity College Academic Calen-
dar shows the Friday, May 14 entry as follows: "Grades for
graduating seniors are due. Residences close at 12:00 Noon for
all students except those participating in Commencement."
What this is saying is that all underclassmen must leave after
exams, regardless of whether they have 3:00 p.m. exams on
Friday or if their best friends are graduating on May 23. This
is a substantial change in Trinity's policy, and from students I
have spoken with, it's widely considered to be a change for the
worse.
As a student who remained for Senior Week the last two
years, I can attest that in many ways those weeks were the best
spend time with their friends, many of whom they never will
see again, and enjoy the camaraderie and community that a
small campus like Trinity provides without the demands of
classwork.
Ironically, when asked about the change in policy, nei-
ther the Dean of Students or the Director of Residential Life
knew anything about the matter, though both heartily sup-
portedit. For them, SeniorWeekisahassle. Students drink and
carry on, and frequently end up hurting the school and each
other. The College's interests lie in protecting the students and
the school, and so it supports this mysterious change. What it
does not value, apparently, is the deep and lasting memories
made in these weeks, which for most students are spent re-
sponsibly and happily, without the reckless abandon of the
few,
Though the Administration makes strong points about
the behavior and activities of that last week of the school year,
Trinity's response—.closing the dorms to all underclassmen,
period— is unfair and runs counter to the type of community
which makes the campus life here as close and tight knit as it is.
If the past Senior Weeks' incidents were truly this harmful,
why didn't the College consider restructuring that week, with
all the student involvement and responsibility that the Strate-
gic Plan calls for, instead of legislating the problem away? How
does the college intend to implement this new policy, espe-
cially in dorms with both upper- and underclassmen? Do they
really imagine that the Senior rooms will no tbecome the largest
squatter community ever seen here at Trinity? The Senior class
committee, the SGA, the students, and the Administration
should all work together to address the past problems and
shortcomings of Senior Week, so that this May 23 the whole
THE POETRY CENTER
PRESENTS TRINITY SENIOR POETS
WHO WILL READ THEIR POETRY ON
WEDNESDAY, MAY 5
IN THE FACULTY CLUB
FROM 4:OO TO 6:OO P.M.
ANGELA GRANO
KlRSTEN KOWALSKl
HELEN CURTIN-MOSKEY
PAUL MURPHY
ROGER PARK
SARA WEDLOCK
COME AND SUPPORT THE POETS.
REFRESHMENTS WILL SERVED.
The News Bureau in the
Public Relations Office
has an opening for a
summer worker. The job
is basically clerical:
involving, filing,.sorting,
mailing and being of
general assistance to the
office staff. In addition,
the sumrrier employee
compiles and sends a
news release to
hometown newspapers
regarding the class of.
'93. The job requires
good typing skills, with
knowledge of Word
Perfect and computers
helpful. June 1 is the
target date for
employment, and the five
day work week is 35
hours. If you are
interested, please call
Kay Davidson in the
Public Relations Office
at ext. 2141.
Through Friday Aug. 27
— "The Birds of Japan,"
writings and illustrations
from the 17th through the
20th centuries.
Watkinson Library, A
floor, Trinity College
Library. Free Admission.
is in session: Monday
and Friday from 9:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.;
Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday from 9:30 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m. For
information, call 297-
2001.
Tuesday, May 4, 1993
— Ferris Athletic Center.
Undergraduate Science
S y m p o s i u m -
U n d e r g r a d u a t e
Research Posters:
Biology, Biochemistry,
Chemistry, Computers,
Engineering, Math,
Physics, Psychology,
Neuroscience, and
Interdisciplinary Science
Program Presentations
from the Connecticut
High Schools' Science
Fair. Posters Displayed
9:00 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Authors present 9:00
a.m.-11:00 p.m.
Refreshments will be
available.
Honors Day will be held
on Friday, May 7, in the
Trinity Chapel at 3:30
p.m. At 3 'o clock there
will be organ preludes
by Richard Guerriere
'96, Tomoyo Wakamatsu
'93 and Michael Zadig
'95. Do come to support
your peers who will be
performing and receiving
awards.
Saturday, May 8, 1993
at 8:00 p.m. The
Sounding Board will
sponsor a folk concert at
First Church of Christ
Congregational, 12
South Main street, West
Hartford, CT. Featuring
Gordon Bok, Ed Trickett
& Ann Mayo Muir.
Admission $12, $11 for
members. For more
information, call 632-
7547.
FUNDRAISER
S t u d e n t s ,
administrators, faculty
and staff are asked to
donate funds to the
Fundraiser to benefit
Newington Children's
Hospital. Those who
donate will have a
balloon signed with the
individual's or
organization's name on
it. These balloons will
be hung in a highly
visible place. This
fundraising event is held
in conjunction with the
Children's Miracle
Network Telethon which
will be aired on WTNH
Channel 8, New Haven.
A goal of $2,000 has
been established for
Trinity, and If this goal is
reached, they will be
able to present it live on
the Telethon. Formore
information, calf the
Community Service
office at ext. 2383 or
Marriott office at ext.
2314.
Through Sunday May 23
— "Senior Exhibition,"
painting, prints,
sculpture and drawings
by seniors in the Trinity
College studio Arts
Program. 1:00 p.m. to
5:00 p.m. daily. Widener
Gallery, Austin Arts
Center. Free Admission.
Presented by the
Department of Fine Arts.
For information, call 297-
2199.
Through Friday May 7 —
Marjorie Johnson '93 will
exhibit her paintings,
ceramics and prints in
the art space at the Allen
K. Smith Writing Center.
Monday through Friday,
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
and 7:00 p.m. to 9:00
p.m.
CLASSIFIEDS
CRUISE SHIPS NOW
HIRING—
Earn $2,000+/month and
world travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean,
etc.) Holiday, Summer and
Career employment avail-
able. No experience nec-
essary. For employment
program call 1 -206-634-
0468 ext. C5079.
HELP WANTED—
The Princeton Review
seeks a highly motivated,
well-organized and ex-
tremely personable self-
starter to serve as a part-
time on-campus marketing
representative.
You will be given the
opportunity to put your mar-
keting skills and creativity
to work. Efforts will be re-
warded with competitive
pay, performance bonuses
and many other valuable
incentives. Call Sandy
Harper 1-800-442-7737 for
more information.
Earn $500-$1000
Weekly-
stuffing envelopes. For de-
tails, RUSH $1.00 with SASE
to: GROUP FIVE, 57
Greentree Dr., Ste 307 Do-
ver, DE 19901
MAD DOG AND GLORY (R) WED,THURS,FRl',SAT
THE COMPANY OF WOLVES (R) FRLSAT
CLOSE TO EDEN (NR)
PRASANT'S PIK
A FEW GOOD MEN (R)
SUN, MON, TUES '
WED, THURS, FRI, SAT
7:30
9:45
7:30
7:30
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Commencement Speaker Honorary Degrees Selected
BY SUSAN Ol,SUN
Nexos Writer
The 16?th commencement
exercises will be upon us very
soon. The question of who will
speak nl Commencement lias
been plaguing Ihe Trinity com-
munity. The list of honorary
degrees is long and impressive.
According to President
Gerety, "The? Commencement
speakers and honorary degree
recipients represent tin; changes
that we have encountered in
these past four years. All as-
pects of life have been continu-
ally changing and becoming in-
creasingly difficult for this gen-
eration and the speakers repre-
sent those changes."
The Honorary Doctorate
degrees are going to Mary
Fisher, Kula Riley Hall, James
W. Mannery, Mark I ,mnos, Ann
Petty, Milton John 1 linton, and
Thomas Lanier Hoyt, Jr.
The Commencement
speaker will be Mary Davis
Fisher, who is also a recipient of
the Doctorate of Human Let-
ters. She is a nationally ac-
claimed artist and recognized
leader in the effort to bring
awareness, compassion, and
healing to the cause of HIV/
AIDS. Hersiatergraduatedwith
the class of 1980 from Trinity.
Ms. lusher, 44, the daughter of
Max and Marjorie Fisher was
raised in the Detroit area where
she attended the Cranrook
Academies, Oakland Commu-
nity where they are active in
civic and philanthropic causes.
Ms. Fisher's professional
ca reer has included work in pub-
lic television broadcasting and
production. Her work has also
included fine arts. In the late
1970s she founded a cottage in-
dustry for handmade American
Results Of Medical Office
Survey Critical Of Hours
BY PATRICK QNCKAS
New:; Writer
The Medical Office's re-
cent student survey produced
mixed feelings on the operations
of the Office.
Students were generally
content with the way in which
nurses handle their illnesses.
The system was criticized for
it's hours, however.
The survey concluded
that students arc upset with the
hours that the Medical Office is
open for w.ilk-in patients. Un-
der particular scrutiny were the
hours the Office was open dur-
ing Reading Week and other
break periods when at least some
students are on campus. Since
Reading Week especially is de-
signed for students to remain at
Trinity though classes are not
conducted/Students felt that the
Medical Office hours should
stay the same that they are dur-
ing the regular academic ses-
sions. According to SGA sur-
vey analyst Thomas Socha '94,
the hours had to be shortened
during Reading Days in order
to fit the Medical Office's bud-
get.
Greatercommunicationis
needed between the Medical
Office and students, Mr. Socha
said. In Ihe future, there will he
meetings ineludingstudents and
nurses on how to better serve
the best interests of the student
body. These meetings will be
more efficient in relaying stu-
dent concerns with the Office.
EDITORIAL BOARD,
FALL 1993
Editor-in-Chief:
Managing Editor:
News Editor:
Letters Editor:
Announcements Editor:
World & Nation Editor:
Arts Editor:
Metro-Hartford Editor:
Dialogue Editor:
Features Editor:
Sports Editors:
Photography Editors:
Production Manager:
Senior Editor:
Copy Editors:
Budget Director:
Business Manager:
Circulation Manager:
Peter Friedman '94
Jim Barr'95
Matt Henry '96
Chris Mogan '96
Shara Abraham '96
Luke Madigan '96
Joanna Marsden '95
Patrick Gingras '94
Sadia Mohammed '96
Kelly Canright '96
Beth Fenwick '95,
Jon Moskowitz '95
Kelly Collis '96,
Beth Piro '96
Cliff Fuller '94
Eli Lake '94
Sunny Asghar '94,
Lizz Platt '95,
Matt Prince '96
Julia Rising '95
Unfilled
Whitney Morrison '94
crafts. In the early 1980s she
began studying the process of
handmade paper. Today her
handmade paper pieces are fea-
tured at the Helander Galleries
in New York and Palm Beach
and in distinguished collections.
In July 1991, Ms. Fisher
discovered that she was HIV-
positive. In February 1992, she
made public her HIV status and
joined the effort to increase rec-
ognition of the epidemic and
concern for families most af-
fected by it. She founded the
Family Aids Network Inc. in
1992, a non profit organization
which supports her role as an
HIV/AIDS spokesperson by
expanding the network of con-
cerned individuals and organi-
zations through national and
regional awareness building
events. She has spoken at many
events most recently the Repub-
lican National Convention.
The list of Honorary de-
gree recipients is long and es-
teemed. Kula Hall, the recipient
of the Doctor of Humane Let-
ters, is the founder and social
director of theMudCreekClinic
located in Floyd County at
Grethel, Kentucky. Her work
includes counseling and benefit
coordination for the Black Lung
Afflicted Coal Minersof the pov-
erty stricken eastern Kentucky
communities. She has been an
activist for human rights and
health care for the poor. She has
dedicated her entire life to help-
ing the poor and suffering.
One recipient of the Doc-
tor of Letters is James M.
Flannery '58. He is the founder
and Executive Director of the
Annual Yeats International The-
atre Festival. He is a scholar,
critic, and stage director. He has
an international reputation as a
specialist in the dramatic work
of W.B. Yeats. Among his pub-
lications he is the author of a
definitive study, W.B. Yeats and
the Idea of a Theatre: The Early
Abbey Theatre in Theory and Prac-
tice. In 1990,1991 and 1992 Irish
America Magazine named him
one of the 100 most prominent
Irish Ame'ricans.
Another recipient of the
Doctor of Letters is Mark Lamos.
He is the Artistic Director and
Actor at the Hartford Stage Com-
pany. He is one of America's
most innovative directors of the
classic. He is always searching
for ways to make masterpieces
more relevant to contemporary
audiences. He received the 1989
Tony Award for outstanding
Achievement in Regional The-
atre.
AnnPetry willalso receive
a Doctorof Letters, theauthorof
The Street, a work written 46
years ago about the life of a black
woman in Harlem, It was a
work that tells of the grim por-
trayal of life in Harlem. It is the
first book ever written by a black
woman to sell over 1 million
copies, and it is still in print.
The recipient of the Doc-
tor of Music is Milton John
Hinton,abassist. Heisregarded
as the dean of jazz bassists. His
reputation as an accomplished
musician spans six decades. He
has successfully covered the
entiremusical spectrum, includ-
ing classical, s wing, mainstream,
pop, Dixieland, or jazz.
Finally, the recipient of the
Doctor of Divinity is going to
Thomas Lanier Hoyt, Jr. He is
also the Baccalaureate speaker.
He is the professor of Biblical
studies and the director of Black
Ministries Certificate program
at the Hartford Seminary.
Caajllonneur Tunes Up For Graduation
BY BRYAN SATTER
Neivs Writer
Graduation Day, 1993:
A beautiful spring afternoon,
with high spirits, pomp and
circumstance, and themagnifi-
cent sound of the bells ringing
frow the Chapel resonating
through the Quad..',,.The. el-
egance and splendor of the
bells maybe taken for granted,
but the creator of the music is
a man who lakes his, work very
seriously, and enjoys the
uniqueness of being one of the
few in the country who can
play the carillon. Dan Kehoe,
a Trinity graduate himself in
1978, is theofficialcarillonneur
of the college. A carillon is an
intricatenetwork of wires that,
when activated, ring any one
of 49 cast bronze bells,
Mr. Kehoe operates a
baton-type keyboard, consist-
ing of broomstick looking le-
vers. By hitting down on a
baton with his fist, an attached
wire is pulled up to the bell
chamber.
Mr. Kehoe has mastered
the artof carilkmning, which he
hasbeendoingforll years now.
He explained the difference be-
tween the carillon and the elec-
forms for honors day, convo-
cation, Christmas ceremonies,
and other important events.
Furthermore, he runs a sum-
mer concert series, in which
the public is invited to picnic
The elegance and splendor of the bells may Ice
taken for granted, but the creator of the music
is a man who takes his work very seriously...
Ironically operatedbells that one
hears at a church service by say-
ing "the carillon is played by a
manual keyboard mechanism."
Dan gives it his own personal
touch.
Mr. Kehoe, a Suffield resi-
dent, began his musk career by
playing the organ and piano,
which prepared him for ringing
thebellsinthechapel. "Carillon
music is scored the same as or-
gan music," Mr. Kehoe ex-
plained,
In addition to playing for
senior graduation, he also per-
out on the quad and listen to
Dan make music. "The sum-
mer is next," he says, "I invite
visi tors from foreign countries
to come and play." The con-
certs, which are very popular,
begin on June 16, and play ev-
ery Wednesday night until
August 29.
"I enjoy the carillon be-
cause it's a unique instru-
ment." Trinity has the unique
honor of having some of the
most beautiful music in Con-
necticut, and one of the state's
most gifted musicians.
continued from page 1
are invisible for the most part."
Dan Lloyd, an Associate
Professor of Philosophy, was
much more enthusiastic about
the march and its effects. "It's
very exciting when issues of stu-
dent empowerment and toler-
ance are linked together," he
said.
The majority of those who
walked by the march appeared
confused and a little unsettled.
"The silence was nice because
youcouldignoreitif you wanted
to," said Jane Rand '93, "I was
not pleased at first, but at least
you could choose whether or
not to acknowledge it."
Many commented on the
timing of the march. Costa
Dimas '96 said that the timing
was poor, but he also com-
mented that "There wasn't
enough noise or speakers to
heighten awareness."
Sophomore class presi-
dent Josh Lahey had similar
comments about the timing. Yet
he admitted "I'm kidding my-
self if I think that the support
would have been greater at any
other time."
Emma Irvine-Robertson,
an exchange student from the
University of East Anglia, said
that such apathy towards ho-
mosexuality is nonexistent in
England. "On a campus of about
5,000, there are no less than 50
organized 'kiss-outs' to make
everyone aware," she said. Kiss-
outs are events in which homo-
sexuals will publicly display
their affection for one another.
The optimistic tone of
most in the group was summed
up by Kathleen Saur, an IDP
student and a volunteer for AIDS
Project Hartford. "This was an
encouraging return to a
grassroo ts effort in an otherwise
apathetic world," she said. "As
an adult I can be more open
minded since I'm not as threat-
ened by diversity."
The march although small
 ;
was considered a success by
those involved. An unnamed
marcher summed it up best
when he said "it is very easy to
support homosexual rights in
the abstract, but it is quite diffi-
cult to actually go out and march
since many feel a subconscious
fear about what others might
think of you."
The march follows a se-
mester that has been marked by
unheralded student activism.
In her support for the
marchers, Bo Hewitt '93 re-
marked that in her four years at
Trinity she had never seen this
much activism.
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Assistant Director Leaving After Three Years
Campus Safety Loses Employee
BYTMBARR
Managing Editor
Erin Olson, Assistant Di-
rectorofC ampus Safety is leav-
ing Trinity.
Just last week, Olson fin-
ished her education towards a
law degree at U-Conn Law
School, which she will use in her
new job as an Investigation Spe-
cialist with the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (FDIC)
in East Hartford. Olson said
that her job will entail "investi-
gating reasons for commercial
bank failures." She added that
the position "combines her le-
gal work and accounting/au-
diting abilities." It is a twelve
month appointment, but she
said that "It's a job that will last
until the bank crisis is cleaned
up... they figure 8-10 years."
The job at the FDIC is a
stepping stone, Olson explained.
She said that she wants to even-
tually practice law "in a couple
years," probably in her home
state of Oregon. She is taking
the Oregon bar exam in July, but
also plans to take the Connecti-
cut bar next February.
Olson started out at Trin-
ity approximately three and a
half years ago and predates the
current Director of Campus
Safety, Brian Kelly. Olson joined
Trinity as a part time officer and
she "got promoted to Assistant
Director in a few weeks." She
commented that the position
"used to be supervisory," but it
has become "more of an admin-
istrative position. I've enjoyed
seeing the departmentgrow and
improve."
When asked about her
time at Trinity, Olson said "I
don't think I'll ever have a job
with as much responsibility as
debate, Olson stated that "I don't
think it can be closed... I don't
think it is workable since we
have so many public functions
& community outreach pro-
grams." She said that "Fences
arehelpful/'andhave "certainly
reduced thefts from cars."
She said that the hardest
thing she experienced while at
Trinity was the death of a stu-
dent (a student suddenly died
in November of 1991 of
"The biggest overall problem [on campus] is
alcohol abuse. I think the [alcohol] policy is
good.... It would be effective if enforced."
—Erin Olson, Asstant Director of Campus
Safety
this one has." She said that many
times she has "to make deci-
sions on behalf of the college...
I'm usually the only adminis-
trator here." Olson works
mostly at night.
In commenting about the
department in general, Olson
said that "I think we have a little
ways to go before the depart-
ment is what is needed for both
the college and the area it's in...
we've come a long way in the
last few years."
meninogococcemia). But, she
said1, "The biggest overall prob-
lem [on campus] is alcohol
abuse, I think the [alcohol]
policy is good.... It would be
effective if enforced."
"I'm going to miss being
in an educational atmosphere,"
said Olson. She added that it
has been "very challenging,"
and that she has enjoyed work-
ing with "a diverse group of
people."
"But it's going to be nice
On the closed campus working days," she said.
SGA Election Controversy Continues
continued from page 1
appeared in Harper's Index in
1990. The portion of the speech
in question was a list of outra-
geous feats that Adcock claimed
to have accomplished.
When confronted with the
accusations, Adcock fully admit-
ted her culpability. "Ihadnever
made a speech before and I was
not completely aware of the rules
of citation," said Adcock. "I
didn't even think of crediting
the author. I never thought of
the spoken word as needing
documentation. I understand
now."
Adcock leveled charges of
her own against the then-Chair
of the Elections Committee Jay
Wise'95. She claimed that Wise,
who she assumed was an unbi-
ased SGA official, encouraged
her to run for Vice-President af-
ter she had turned in her peti-
tion staring her intention to run
for President.
Wise did not deny that he
had encouraged Adcock to run
for Vice-Presidenr,but contested
Adcock's contention about the
timing. "Ileftamessageonher
machine suggesting that she run
for a specific office, but that was
before I had received her peti-
tion." Wise went on to say that
he had met with Adcock dis-
cussing her concerns and that
he thought that she was "satis-
fied with the way that the meet-
ing went."
Student Government As-
sociation President Quanti
Davis, who also met with Wise,
said he told him that his behav-
ior was inappropriate, and that
Wise agreed with him. Adcock
said only that she had met with
Wise but had no comment on
the content of the meeting.
Concerns were also raised
by another Tripod Editorial
Board member in regards to a
connection between the cam-
paigns of Doug Connelly '95,
Tucker MacLean '95 and Jake
Gillis '95, who ran for President,
Executive Vice-President and
Vice-President of Finance, re- the Dean of Students Office.
he had not been notified of any
investigation before-hand. He
was told thathis suspension was
"linked with an investigationby
spectively, and Tripod Features
editor Jonathan Heuser '93, who
had written an article endorsing
all three candidates in the Tri-
pod.
The charges specified that
the printing of posters support-
ing those candidates took place
with the use of Tripod equip-
ment and materials. Any such
use of equipment and materials
without the consent of the Edi-
tor-in-Chief of the Tripod is con-
sidered a misappropriation of
funds according to Student Ac-
tivities budget funding.
Tripod Editor-in-Chief
Sara N. Wedlock '93 asserted
that she had no knowledge of
Heuser's activities. For his part
Heuser admitted to printing the
signs, saying "They didn't break
in [to the Tripod office]." Gillis
said that he was unaware of a
link between Ms campaign and
Tripod funds.
Another source of confu-
sion and scandal shrouding the
elections deal with the candida-
cies of Vincent Mase '95, Rich-
ard Fonte '95 and Afshan
(Sunny) Asghar '94, Mase, who
originally ran as a write-in can-
didate for Executive Vice-Presi-
dent in the firs t election was sus-
pended during the second elec-
tion by the S.G.A. executive
board.
Mase was suspended, ac-
cording to Davis for "impeding
the candidacy of another candi-
date," Davis refused to elabo-
rate further. Mase however
claims that the reason he was
forced off of the ballot was be-
cause Asghar accused him of
sexualharassment. He said that
he was told that he had been
disqualified by Davis, but that
Mase went on to say that as he
understood it, the investigation
by the Deans revolved around
alle gations of sexual harassment
towards Sunny Asghar, the SGA
executive Vice-President elect.
Mase refused to comment on
the exact nature of the allega-
tions.
Asghar has refused to
comment on the situation as
well, saying that the Dean of
Students has asked her not to.
Mase did say that once he
was disqualified his friend and
roommate Richard Fonte de-
cided to run for the office. Fonte
said "I felt that it was unfair to
disqualify Vinnie, and so I
thought that I should run,"
In a written statement
Fonte denies any accusations of
sexual harassment by Asghar.
He, in fact accuses Asghar of
"fabricating statements" about
him and "actively seeking to
damage his campaign." Fonte
also stated that he feels he and
Mase are the victims of "a witch
huntbywomen eager to crucify
the first so called 'perverts' they
can single out." Fonte also
would not cite any specific de-
tails of incidents, saying that the
Deans had requested that he not
speak.
At this point it is unclear
whether any further disciplin-
ary actions will be taken against
Mase, or if any will be initiated
against Fonte. Both Fonte and
Mase claim that the Dean of Stu-
dents office has verbalized to
them that they have been cleared
of any wrong-doing.
Associate Dean of Stu-
dents Mary Thomas also de-
clined to comment on the situa-
tion.
Vie stories which you are about to read are taken directly from the files of Trinity College's
department of Campus Safely- The names of those involved liave been eliminated in order to protect the
mocentand tliegititty. Please note llmt all suspects are Innocent until proven guilty in a court of law. This
alure of Hie News section is designed to better Inform the College community of the day to day work of
Campus Safety officers.
Spring Spree
Weeeeeee, such nice weather. The Security Blotter was so
excited to see sun on Spring Weekend after last year's soggy
encounter that it almost forgot to write the column. Fortunately,
the blotter remembered, and so you have this.
Spring Weekend's hot days undoubtedly led to an in-
creased amount of alcohol consumption by students, but there
were few incidents reported to Campus Safety. During the
concert the college only received one noise complaint from a
resident of the neighborhood. One concert attendee got "partied
out," but overall the weekend gave security few problems.
Cop Correction
A factual error was printed in the news section last week
about Hartford Police Officers being hired for fraternity parties.
All fraternities are NOT required to hire HPD Officers for their
parties. However, as DCS-BK noted, "With the activities that have
recently taken place at some of the fraternities," AD and Psi-U
"will be required to hire a Hartford Police Officer," for their
parties until the end of the year.
Volvo Valuables
An '86 Volvo parked near Doonesbury was broken into on
4/29 around 8 p.m. A window was broken with a rock and the car
stereo was .taken.
Summer Stuff
Campus Safety will be publishing a newsletter before the
end of the semester. The Security Blotter was given an insider':
guide to what it will contain: comments about animals in dorms,
parking regulations, and the lowering of parking fees for unreg-
istered cars. Currently, the fine for parking an unregistered
vehicle in a college parking spot is the sporty sum of $100. Ouch.
As Campus Safety has discovered, collecting fines of $110 (That's
about 3 kegs of Mils' Best) from cash-starved maturing yuppies is
difficult to do. However, in lowering the fees for an unregistered
vehicle, Campus Safety will lo longer be so lenient. "Bad news is
that we will not waive the fines,., we will collect the fees,"
proclaimed DCS-BK.
So, what else should one expect to find when we get back to
Trin-Trin in the fall? A monorail/people mover to take intoxi
cated students to and from parties? A breathalyzer on the ATM'
Well, neither of these is likely to happen, but some other things
could change. DCS-BK says that by fall there will be a card-reader
on the gate by Elmo and possibly on the one behind North
Campus. Also, every dorm in South Campus will have security
screens by the summer's end. Installations have yet to be done on
Jackson, Wheaton, Smith and Anadama.
Farewell & Freedom
Some advice for students as they prepare to move out...
Do:
Take everything from your room before B&G sneaks up on you
and changes the combo.
Keep an eye on your stuff while you move out.
Let the lava lamp cool off before placing it on the leather interio:
of Mommy's SAAB.
Patch up all the holes you banged in your walls before ORL
comes by and CHARGE$ you like $3,000 for each nail hole. Psst,
rumor is that toothpaste and paint works well.
Clean up all the empty alcohol containers that may litter your
room before the parents show up to find out that "Daddy's little
angel" keeps a bottle of Cuervo under the bed.
Be nice and return all your Marriott utensils and trays.
Don't:
• Throw your TV off High Rise.
• Leave your valuables outside the dorm wile you go get the car.
• Use blue gel toothpaste to cover up holes in white walls.
• Mark your boxes with "Cheap stuff" and "Expensive, prized
things."
• Pack your lover's underwear.
• Write your name on the silverware and trays you return to the
dining hall.
• Forget to get the trash bag filled with your dirty laundry out o.
the hallway before the janitor comes by. "Mommy, mommy! '.
lost my new cardigan."
Brady Bunch
Mom always said "Don't play ball in the house."
I'm outta here,
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Changes Slated For Computing
BY MATTHEW PRINCE
News Writer
.In order to continue it's expand-
ing role on campua, the Trinity College
Computer Center plans some changes
(or this summer.
• First, according to Peter Sobering,
Director of Networking and Telecom-
munications, is the replacement of the
Macintosh Pius and SE computers in the
MCEC lab. While they were the state of
the art when they were installed, many
of the computer services that thc> college
is now trying to make part of the com-
munity are unable to run well, or can not
run at all, on these older machines.
Currently the computer center hopes to
replace these computers wifhMacintosh
Centris (jlOs. The new machines are
nearly five times as fast as what the
currentpublicMacs and will have larger,
color screens, In addition, the older Plus
computers in the Public Rooms will be
removed and replaced with some of the
SEB from the lab.
Most network users in the dorms
will also have more options next year.
Currently users are limited to using a
network type called Loealtalk to send
and receive information over the net-
work. While it is cheap and easy to
install, Local talk is very slow compared
to Ethernet.
Next year, some network users
will have the option of hookingup to the
faster Ethernet network. Some of the
Macs sold next fall may have built-in
Ethernet adaptors, and students who
already own Macs will have the option
of purchasing an Ethernet card. The list
of dorms that will Support Ethernet in
the fall is still not final.
In addition, Mr, Sobering points
out that many structural changes are,
going to be made to make ours a "morp
stable and reliable network,"
The college also plans on opening
a computer store in MCEC. The store
would have more space to demo new
machines and may also stock computer
supplies. "Inadditionto doing what we
already do fselling computers].,. we
will try to become an Apple repair cen-
ter," Mr, Sobering commented. This is a
much needed and beneficial service for
the college.
The new store will also serve to
sell telephones to students, since next
year a phone will not be provided with
the room, Mr, Sobering said that next
fall all students will bo asked to bring a
touch lone phone, or to purchase one
from I he computer store,
It seems that Trinity is doing well
to keep abreast of current technology
and to remain a leader among colleges
of its type in this area.
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Second Annual Music Dorm Picnic
BY CHRIS MCX5AN
News Writer
Saturday was a day full of many
different events, being Spring weekend,
a beautiful day and the last weekend
before finals. One of those events was
the second annual Music Dorm picnic. It
starting at 2:30 in the afternoon and went
beyond dinner.
The parly's function was to attract
people to the dorm itself so that they
know what it is all about. When talking
about the picnic Km: W.illen 'l>4, who
will be n third year resident next year,
said, "This picnic's main function is to
promote the dorm, it's all student moti-
vated." 1 le also said that each year the
number of student bands on campus has
increased. Before the dorm was estab-
lished there were about one or two stu-
dent bands but after the establishment of
the dorm that number has increased to
around ten or twelve bands.
At the picnic there was food for all
tastes and, of course, music. The wellness
dorm also contributed toward the food,
and as Sarah Sluekey '95 said, "The pick-,
les are great." Some of the bands that-
played were Cheesecake, X-con I-con,
Betty, and Freud's Problem.
Overall, the atmosphere was re-
laxed and friendly with every member of
the dorm willing to talk and answer ques-
tions that any perspective resident might
have.
You can't take it with you.
so let us store it for you.
Consider East Hartford
Self Storage an after school
hangout for your stuff. For
maximum savings, check
out our special 4 Month
Collaglate Saving
below.
4-MONTH COLLEGIATE s,
SAVWQS \
PiicejgaxHhruB-15 93 OMar applms IQ I W * lonsnis only f
united wallablily.
Total Cost
from May 1 to September 1
Pay Only
$75
5'x 5" Unit
East Hartford
SELF
STORAGE
Cut Your Costs More by
Sharing with your Buddies!
(203) 528-0600
I7t Hoberts.Streei
£»5lMarttord
Wann Weather Made For
Enjoyable Spring Weekend
BY MATT HENRY '
Copy Editor
Starting early Friday morning,
music begin to creep out of various win-
dows as Spring "Weekend arrived. The
annual event/which gives students the
opportunity to relieve the stress caused
by finals week approaching, began offi-
cially on Friday at 4:00 p.m. Clearly,
students were not going to wait that long
to begin the excitement.
Social events were held all over
campus by various groups. Festivities
began on Thursday night, with a party
for freshman held at Elton/Jones. Party
goers were treated to free food and live
entertainment.
on Sunday afternoon. The Life Science
•Center quad was filled with Trinity stu-
dents as Black Sheep and the Violent
Femmes performed, Black Sheep was
the opening act, giving an hour long set.
The group sang some of their more fa-
miliar songs, urging the relaxed crowd
to liven up.
Many of the students were content
to sit in the warm sun and just enjoy the
concert from where they were. Several
couches appeared on the quad, and one
student brought a refrigerator outside,
powered by an extension cord running
into the Jackson dormitory. Anther group
of concert attendees soaked in a kiddie
pool as they watched the concert.
Sunbathers abounded as Black
Spring Weekend had Trinity in a festive mood, and
seemed to lighten the burden that finals week has placed
on students' shoulders.
There were two formals this week-
end. The first, held in the Washington
room, was presented by St. Elmo. The
party was livened by the large quantity
of Jaegermeister that was the selected
beverage for the event. The second for-
mal, given by Psi-U, was held under a
tent in the fraternity's backyard. Party
goers were treated to a hard bar and a
live band.
In conjunction with the Music
Dorm, the Cave Patio hosted student
bands for most of Friday evening. The
various groups represented many styles
of music, including rock, rap, alterna-
tive, and some disco licks were also heard.
Groups played well past 10:00, but
crowds dwindled as other events began.
Parties and late nights were held
by mobl of the fraternities on campus,
and the Umoja House had a spandex
theme parly. All parties were monitored
by hired police officers, due to the new
rule.aimed to promote safety. However,
there was no real need for the officers, as
party goers seemed more interested in
having fun than having fights.
Heavy drinking was evident from
Th ursday nigh t straight through Sunday
afternoon. Most social events served
alcohol, and many students bought beer
and hard liquor to get them to the next
party. For many students, this weekend
was both costly and incoherent.
The weekend was made complete
Sheep gave a strong performance, in-
cluding some new material. Some of the
more enthusiastic listeners were encour-
aged by the group to knock down the
plastic fence that separated the fans from
the stage. Showers of water from the
rappers and beer from the fans soaked
the crowd and cooled everyone down.
As Black Sheep ended their set, the
crowd resumed their seats on the grass.
The air was festive, and frisbees and
footballs were thrown by spring enthused
students.
Snowcones were on sale for those
who were overwhelmed by the heat and
a grill was working for lunch. Just when
people had begun to wind down the
Violent Femmes came on stage for what
was to be the longer of the two perfor-
mances.
The group also attracted a large
number ot people to the stage, but the
group, who surprised some people with
their energetic performance, got more of
the fans into their act.
Still, a large group of students were
happy just to be there.
Spring Weekend had Trinity in a
festive mood and seemed to lighten the
burden that finals week has placed on
students' shoulders. There were no inci-
dents this weekend that required police,
and the only real problem caused by the
festivities was the litter, which has been
cleaned up.
Alcohol Committee Makes
Suggestion For Keg Policy
BY PATRICK GINGRAS
News Writer
At the Alcohol Committee meet-
ing in the Dean of Students Office on
Wednesday, April 28, it was decided that
keg beer should not be banned from
campus. No formal resolutions were
made, but it was clear that kegs would
remain at Trinity.
Director of Campus Safety Brian
Kelly, who presided over the meeting,
said that though banning kegs would
clear up Trinity's "open party" atmo-
sphere at late-night and dorm parties, it
would be compromising the integrity of
the student body. Mr. Kelly stated that
most students deal well with alcohol, but
it is that small percentage that he is con-
cerned with.
The Committee talked mostly of
the problem with kegs in dormitories.
The idea was introduced that if a gather-
ing including a keg were to take place in
a dormitory, that the gathering's host
inform his or her Resident Assistant in
a dvance of the date planned for the gath-
ering to occur. This would simply be to
insure that someone is responsible for
the guests of the garnering. If a gathering
were to form, and the R.A. had not been
told, then fines may be levied against the
entire hall if any damage were done.
This is simply an idea, however, and has
The Committee talked
mostly of the problem with
kegs in dormitories.
not been made College policy.
Mr. Kelly brought up Williams
College's rules governing keg beer to be
considered. Williams limits the number
of kegs present at a given party by the
number of people in attendance. For
example, there can be one keg per twenty-
five guests. This rule, if decided to go
into effect, would include fraternity and
sorority parties as well as any other par-
ties on campus.
The Alcohol Committee does not
want to hinder any freedom from the
student body, but wants to encourage
responsible alcohol consumption.
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Can There Be
Peace In The Middle East?
BY LUKE MADIGAN
World & Nation Writer
As the Arab-Israeli peace talks re-
sume one wonders if they will ever ac-
complish anything. They have once again
convened in Washington to start the pro-
cess again. This round, which they
started on the27th of April, doesn'tseem
to show any more hope than the eight
rounds that preceded it. The peace talks
have been in a deadlock since the Camp
David Accords in September of 1978.
The problem with the talks is that every-
body wants what everybody else is un-
willing to'give up. There is no foresee-
them just as well from Damascus as from
the Golan. So why do they still need the
Golan Heights?
Second, the Jordanians want back
the West Bank which includes East Jerusa-
lem. One of the problems is that the
Israel claims Jerusalem as their capital.
Also with the tremendous influx of Jew-
ish settlers into the West Bank and in all
other occupied territories, Israel is reluc-
tant to give up any of the land that it has
grown so accustomed to in the last
twenty-six years.
Finally, the big problem is the Pal-
estinian question. The Palestinians,
through the Camp David Accords, are
The Palestinian question has been one that has haunted
the Israelis since 1967. This one problem is the major
hindrance to the settlement of the Arab-Israeli peace talks.
Until it is addressed the peace talks will always end up in
a stalemate.
able compromise in the near future.
First, Syria wants back all of the
Golan Heights which were seized in the
six day war of 1967.* Israel has offered a
partial return of the area, but not a full
return to the pre-war boundaries. Syrian
president Hafez al- Assad refuses to bar-
gain with the Israelis until a full relin-
quishment of the Golan Heights is of-
fered.
Israel's refusal to give up these
lands is one of the major stumblingblocks
in the initiative of peace with Syria. In
1967 the need for the strategically placed
Golan Heights (they overlook northern
Israel) was immense. However, with the
adventoflongerrangerocketslsraelnow
has no need for it. The Syrians can hit
supposed to be able to be a self-govern-
ing states. Israel has refused to grant the
Palestinians the right to self-government
since the signing of the agreement in
1978. The Palestinian question has been
one that has haunted the Israelis since
1967, This one problem is the major
hindrance to the settlement of the Arab-
Israeli peace talks. Until it is addressed
the peace talks will always end up in a
stalemate.
The willingness of all sides to come
to the table is at least one positive step.
This, however, is not going to ensure a
peace settlement. All sides have to be
able to compromise on their positions.
When they do that they will probably be
able to work their problems out.
Can
BY ANTHONY C. PALE
World & Nation Writer
On the lighter side of World &
Nation events, a new host for "Late
Night," the television show, has been
chosen to replace David Letterman when
he makes his migration from NBC to
CBS. ThenameConanO'Brienwasnever
mentioned anywhere until recently it has
become a household word through the
media and he hasn't done one show.yet.
O'Brien is a native of New En-
gland, Brookline, MA to be exact and a
show. Letterman jokes about making
more money at CBS and the fact that he
has the potential for a larger viewing
audience, but the main factor involved is
that Letterman is now escaping NBC
and its we-know-nothin'-'bout-TV own-
ers, General Electric. Bravo, for Dave,
but another television constant and mecca
for a number of college students is gone.
"Late Night" will never be "with David
Letterman" again. And it definitely will
never be the same again. Watching
Lettermanatll:30p.m.doesn'tappealto
me because my eyes will still be wide
But, let us not take away the happiness ofConan O'Brien
and his new job. Well wait and watch intently for his
first show this coming August and then decide.
BY WILLIAM BRECKENFELD
Several angry letters to the Editor appeared in the March 30,1993 issue
of The Tripod in response to my AIDS article that appeared the previous week.
Two of the writers suggested mat a better approach to discussing overpopula-
tion would be to examine birth control. As Lauren Rosenberg, one of the
writers, put it, "This way lives are stopped before they exist, not stopped while
they exist."
I agree wholeheartedly that birth control is a much more effective and
humane means of population control, which brings me to the topic for this
week: Overpopulation and Birth Control.
We are all aware of the Catholic Church's stance on artificial birth control.
It is not, and probably will never be, officially tolerated despite growing
evidence of a serious global overpopulation problem, especially in the Southern
hemisphere. The U.N. Population Fund has estimated global population
growth at 97 million per annum. "Ahead lie four decades of the fastest growth
inhumannumbersinallhistory." (America, 3/6/93) Here's another unnerving
fact. In 1992 there were some 380 million people living in tropical areas who
clear land in order to farm and survive. This figure is expected to double in 50
years. The effects of clearing vast amounts of forest are devastating, to say the
least. This systematic clearing and farming will leave once fertile land barren
and useless. "The increase (in world population) in the past 40 years has
equalled the total increase over the millions of years from when the human
species emerged until 1950." (Scientific American, 9/89)
Although artificial birth control will help stem population growth, it is
not the only solution. 'Education has proven to be an effective means in
Thailand'and Indonesia. According to Jodf Jacobson, of World Watch, "Interna-
tional experience has shown [that] female education is the single most influen-
tial determinant of both lower birthrates and increasing empowerment for
women.... More than two-thirds of all women in Indonesia and more than
three-fourths in Thailand are literate. Birthrates in both countries are markedly
lower than in India (where one-fourth of women are literate)." It can be inferred
that an increase ,in female literacy in the Third World will have a significant
impact upon population growth.
Global population / resource problems are not solely the problem of the
Third World by any means. Western consumption of natural resources is
viewed by some as pig-like. Nomatter what label one places upon Western life,
•it iaat»van;itt"that-strict-gonservation and recycling efforts are going to be
necessary for this planet to survive through the 21st century. We, in the first
world, cannot put the entire blame of global overpopulation on the Third World
just because our populations are not increasing dramatically each year.
Even though overpopulation will not end with the widespread use of
artificial contraception, I feel it would be a major step in the right direction. The
Catholic Church is ignoring the fact that overpopulation is a severe problem
that has to be dealt with. The Vatican and the Pope won't even discuss it. The
issues of overpopulation and family planning were dropped from the Earth
Summit agenda due to pressure from the Vatican, Argentina and the Philip-
pines.
I must admit that the Church does have a plan, albeit less effective than
others, to help curb the population explosion. They call it N.F.P., or Natural
Family Planning. This involves education on abstinence, and ovulation cycles
to reduce the chance of pregnancy. This method would undoubtedly help, but
I feel that artificial contraception will be necessary to stem the rising tide of
population.
In order for this planet to survive for another century with any quality of
life, the Catholic Church will have to deal with physical reality and not
theological goodwill.
graduate of Harvard University. He has
been a writer for the hit shows "Saturday
Night Live" and "The Simpsons," and
he's only thirty. For the past two years he
has been working in Los Angeles as a
writer/producer for "The Simpsons."
There was much surprise ex-
pressed from people in the "business"
over the choice of O'Brien, because there
had been several celebrities, including
Dana Carvey and Gary Shandling, try-
ing out for the spot. Apparently,
O'Brien's audition went extremely well
and NBC felt more comfortable with a
man who wasabighitbehind the camera
first. O'Brien wrote and then preformed
his own audition show of "Late Night"
for the NBC executives.
This marks the closing of a great
era. After eleven years David Letterman
will no longer be seen on NBC at 12:30
a.m., EST. Even though Letterman is
moving to an hour earlier on CBS there is
no guarantee that it will be the same.
There will probably be a different set and
amore discernible effort to compete with
"The Tonight Show," which is also on at
11:30 p.m., the time of Letterman's new
open, usually by 12:30/1:00 a.m. they're
glassy and half closed, it makes Le Herman
an experience instead of a talk show.
But, let us not take away the happi-
ness of Conan O'Brien and his new job.
We'll wait and watch intently for his first
show this coming August and then de-
cide. But honestly, it'll never be the
same. And now in the tradition of "Late
Night" and David Letterman here are
the top ten reasons why you see
Augustus, "Gus" the puppy, so much on
campus delivered from our home office.
10) I don't want him to go to the
bathroom in my room. 9) He likes to play
with "Jake," another doggie. 8) My room
smells too bad for him to stand. 7) He
hates the smell of Lysol. 6) He's a happy
puppy, 5) My room smells worse now
than when he moved in. 4) I like to show
off his new bandana. 3) He's going to be
the smaller, but better version of "Kai-
ser." 2) He thinks he might geL lucky at
only 14 weeks old.
And the Number One reason that
you see "Gus" around campus so much
is 1) He's a magnet! (Information pro-
videdby The Boston Globe, AprH28,1993.)
Roggi's Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
671/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
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Ethnic Qeansing
BY WAN ANIXT
World & Nation Writer
r Clinton is faced with
the decision as to whether or not the
United Slalcs should intervene with
Hit.' use »f force in Bosnia. The fears of
Amerkn Molting into another conflict
like Viutnflin i» Ihu forumosl fear (if
many in Washington- In adililion, pub-
lic npinionswrns to be npainHl the ««n-
mititmiU of ground forces. Also, there
is a fear Owl ihu itscof only airslrikes to
slop Serbian forties (com killing mny
not bo i?nlin.'Iy elfedive and might lead
to the use of ground forces.
tion thatlhia country has as the world's
most-powerful democracy to show that
genocide cannot be tolerated. The Eu-
ropean Community has failed to force-
fully act in this situation and thus1 it
falls to America to lead, Bombing tar-
gets hi Serbia will send the message
that the world will not passively stand
aside while thousands of people die in'
a senseless, hate-filled struggle. Argu-
ments abound that the loss of Ameri-
can lives will be great if we intervene,
but shouldn't the lives of innocent
people a Iso be. valuable? It i s never easy
for a president to put American lives at
risk, but the consequences of doing
This is not Vietnam, but is a case in which there is
genocide being committed (often by both sides in the
conflict) against innocent civilians who, just a few
years ago, lived peacefully together.
Thi« is not Vietnam.! but is a case
in which there in $f»noeid« being com-
mitted (often by both sides in the.1 con-
flict) »^ aiiiMl innut'vnl civilians who,
jtitit o few yi'jrs ago, lived peacefully
together. The Horb.'i, however, se.em to
be the most determined to perpetuate
lht;i'onUict and bKh'ktind international
peace initiatives. They have been the
most fervent advocates of genocide
under the title of "ethnic cleansing."
The United Stales has attempted, over
and over again, to negotiate a peaceful
end U> (he conflict only to be slopped
by Sorb intransigent.1!1. ivteanwhilCsSerb
artillery continues In kill Hosnian civil-
ians a» thy world )<H>ki on.
It is linu* for the United Stales to
forcefully show thai this kind of mur-
der cannot bf> tolerated. U i<". true that
there to no vital resource at stake for the
America such as oil WAS in the Gulf
WAT. I lowever, there is a moral obli)$n-
nolhing will be far more severe. For
example, if the Serbs turn their aggres-
sions toward Greece, the United States
will be forced to act because Greece is
a N.A.T.O. ally. If that; occurs, then
America will face a muchmoire violent
and severe conflict with the full knowl-
edge that we sat by as thousands (or
perhaps millions) of Bosnians were
killed.
Martin Niemoller, a German pas-
tor imprisoned by the Nazis, said the
following about the consequences of
doing nothing about genocide;
First Ihty came for the. Jetvs. I was
silent. J was not a ]ew. 'Then they came for
the Communists, t tuns silent, J was not a
Communist, Then they came for the trade
unionists, I woa siknl, 1 was not a trade
iimY'iif."/. Thru they ctimc/orjiu:. T/icre^
imi^nooiietefitoepeakfbrmeT """
These words, written many years
ago, Ate hauntingly true today.
University of Hartford
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Business
The ONE-YEAR MBA
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of the changing global economy.
If you are graduating this May with a BSBA or its equivalent
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the Barney School of Business and Public Administration's
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• Furnished, on-campus apartments available.
• Financial assistance available (early appli-
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graduate degree may earn the MBA in 73
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coursework and competency examinations.
Don't let the job market "get you down".
Get ahead of the competition with the
Barney School's ONE-YEAR MBA.
CLASSES BEGIN
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The Hist 100 Days
BY RACHEL D. GOT D
World & Nation Writer
Well, it's been one hundred days
since Bill Clinton took over the master
bedroom in the White House, and some
people are asking what he's done since
he got there. We heard a lot of promises
during the election, a lot of talk about
"hope" (although it was often unclear as
to whether or not he was referring to
where he came from or where he was
going), and those who voted for him
havebeen waiting withbaitedbreath for
the all-out Washington renovation we've
heard so much about. J
In articles printed just this week in
Time and Newsweek, our President has
been accused of being everything from
arrogant to "profoundly inconclusive."
However, while the man has yet to re-
write history, it is hardly justified to label
him as completely inept. Clinton ran on
promises which were quite liberal in na-
through his belief in true democracy,
which includes, among other things, par-
ticipation. Furthermore, it would be fool-
ish for any one of Clinton's supporters to
think that a man who propagated the
rights of oppressed minorities would
suddenly decide to discount the input of
all those involved in or affected by a
decision-making process.
A second criticism of Clinton has
been his somewhat college-like approach
of organized chaos in his day-to-day
operation of things. All-nighters and the
atmosphere he has created in the pval
office through casual, laid back think
sessions and discourse contribute to this
perception. But aren't these ftiihgs we all
relate to? If nothing else> these are signs
of hard work and dedication. And while
pebple attribute these seemingly laissez-
faire attitudes of his as-.the, root of his
apparent lack of leadership, this is his
style.
It's worked for him before, and
Politics is a tough field. Most of us don't want to deal
with it...that's why we send others out there to take care
of it for us. Then, we complain because they're not getting
it done. We have now found a President who relates, and
has lived the "American Dream." Perhaps all he needs is
d little time to not only get what we want done, but to get
it done our way.
lure. When viewed in this general light,
our President hasn't failed us.
His first initiative? Homosexuals
in the military. Facing the Joint Chiefs of
Staff head-on, Clinton's only real mis-
take here was timing. An issue that ev-
eryone knew wasn'lgonriatfl.y without a
fight in the world's oldest boys' club,
required a little more contemplation and
planning and a little less knee-jerk activ-
ism.
,,,-.,, Then there was the question of
filling the Attorney General's chair at the
cabinet meetings. Wanting desperately
to maintain his PC image, President Clin-
ton, at firk, only interviewed women for
the' position. His choice? Zoe
Baird...majqr faux pas, but the chair is
now being kept warm by Janet Reno.
Then came the long-awaited
health-care system attack. As we all know,
Hillary and her compadres are working
long and hard to formulate a solution.
There may be more on that this week. Of
course, the one issue on everyone's mind
is their purses, and on this issue, much
has been heard, but little confirmed.
Over 150 programs have been cut and
eliminated, taxes have been cut, ta*es
have,been increased, but to no seeming
avail*. And here-in lies the President's
problem.
Consensus. An ideal. A pleasing,
non-confrontational remedy. Anebulous
pipe-dream in Washington, and a prin-
ciple upon which our new President
thrives. Unfortunately, it is not a prin-
isn't the true sign of a leader one who can
get things done his or her way? While
things may not seem to be conforming to
his standards as of yet, eventually, when
people realize that no one's going any-
where without conceding somewhat to
the man who yields the ultimate power
down there/perhaps everything will fall
into place and the reforms we've all been
waiting for will fall into place right along
with them.
I don't speak blindly. While Time
this week stated that "Clinton has a dis-
approval rating higher than that of any
other President at a comparable point," a
recent Newsweek survey begs to differ.
52% approved of the way Clinton is han-
dling his new job, as opposed to 32%
who disapprove. 65% believe that Clin-
ton has achieved about what was ex-
pected by this point in time. And, more
importantly, 65% believe that he "cares
about people like me" and "has picked
good people for his administration."
These are the reasons we elected
him in the firstplace. And, finally, 85% of
those surveyed by Newsweek felt that Bill
Clinton is "finding national problems
tougher than he thought." The idea that
Clinton is still one of us in a sense has
apparently kept the nation relatively
happy as he struggles to learn his new
job,.
Politics is a tough field. Most of us
don't want to deal with it...that's why we
send others out there to take care of it for
us. Then, we complain because they're
ciple upon which productivity thrives, not gettmg it done We have now found
However, President Clinton, while his a President who relates,and has lived the
socially aware policies kept him stand- "AmericanDream/ Perhaps a 1 he needs
ingonfirm ground throughout the cam- is a little time to not only get what we
really clinched the election want done, but to get it done our way.paign,
Editor's Note...
Due to an oversight, the article "Pacific Rim Boom," by L.S. Kwok,
which appeared in the March 23d edition of The Tripod, was written and
printed without properly citing the figures, quotes and ideas which
were originally published in an article by Laurence Zuckerman entitled
"Recovery in U.S. Bodes Well for Asia." Zuckerman's article appeared
in the February 22dissue of the Awn Wall Street Journal. Mr.Kwokand
The Tripod sincerely apologize for this error and subsequent misrepre-
sentation. S.N.W.
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The Future of Trinity College: Is It lime For Change?
Trinitu: The Rat WittiABushy Tail Trinity And The American Future
*s *•' nvTHnii/fAQI r'ATT AW
BY EMMA IRVINE-ROBINSON
Dialogue Writer
Which came first, the chicken or the egg? Which came first, Trinity's "status"
and reputation or thequality of learning? The answers seem pretty obvious. Two
almost chickens came together to produce the first egg. And although good
professors and students are attracted by a reputation, am I naive to assume that once
upon a time people came to Trinity to expand their minds and a prestige developed
from there?
Today; if you ask someone to describe Trinity they will talk about positions
on certain lists and an "almost Ivy League" status. They say things like "Tom Gerety
is trying to bring us back to what we once were, make us 'number fifteen' again." In
a world bent on resumes and employment prospects, College is increasingly not a
place to learn but a place where a professional person needs to live for four years
before they can move on. Some students come here for a name on a certificate without
focusing on the learning and growing they hope to do as individuals and without
appreciating the opportunities they have arcmnd them. Meanwhile classes are just
"credits" and papers are things to hate and "get out of the way." Our generation has
a career pressure our parents often do no t understand. We enter the world in debt and
compete for few jobs. Yet am I being idealistic in hoping for a day when positive-
thinking and academic "joy" while at college is not corny or eyebrow-raising?
It may seem abstract but the future of Trinity rests on its study skills. As long
as the library is a place to be social and papers are merely annoyances there is little
hope, I have noticed a strange phenomenon. People are afraid to be alone and
because good studying demands solitude, they sacrifice it for a social experience
involving coffee, flirting and constant murmuring. Motivation often seems to come
from a focus on the end result, the necessity for graduation. Some even give the
impression classes are an inconvenience. When students only have a few hours a
week of classes to attend, many are missed, Yesterday, a girl in the mailroom rejoiced
that she had succeeded in organizing her classes around her soaps. The future of
Trinity is the future of America in miniature. People need to be self-a ware, to respect
others, to appreciate what they have, to not be embarrassed by enthusiasm.
In its non-academic problems, Trinity is also a microcosm. An apathetic rich
white upper middle class is blind to racial prejudice and attempts to close itself off
from the problems of the inner city. A group of committed active people work hard-
please, don't say resumes are a motivation-but a majority does not always support
them. Others have lost hope and resort to cynicism. Alcohol is rampant and abused.
There is an inequality in the political structure, communication is limited. Morale is
crucial. How many conversations have I heard where students criticize Trinity with
sweeping general negative statements? I have lost count of the people who talk about
transferring, or regret not having done so; but escape is impossible, Yale is
surrounded by a neighborhood with difficulties and prospectives increasingly seem
to ask about security and focus on the inner city environment on all campuses.
I read lists of rich names in various publications. People who pour their
mpneyutfo Trinity in vast quantities meanwhile the surrounding streets of Hartford
are ignored and people continue to fear. Trinity will only survive if it gets in touch
with the city around it. "Close" the campus and you have merely put in concrete and
metal the barriers America's white upper classes already have in their minds. People '
scrabble in fear without thinking about practicalities or their responsibilities: •
If the campus is closed I only hope the Hartford squirrels will rise up", no'
metaphor intended. They may look cute but they are really only rats with bushy tails.'
They have watched the "walks of shame" and heard the people who would never :
admit to enjoying a class. They are preparing, waiting for their time. They are'
watching you, seeing who values their time at Trinity and who seeks a life wrapped
in cotton wool. The day the fences go up they will rise and wage preppie war....
Trinity At Its BoilingPoint
BY SADIA MOHAMMAD
Dialogue Writer .-. • .
As I sit here trying to think of Trinity's future I find it is quite a task, since my
imagination cannot even stretch far enough to realize my own future. I am told,
however, that my dilemma is similar to the dilemma of most students my age. There
is a universality of youth and mankind which leads me to believe that even if Trinity
might change outwardly it will not change essentially as long as It caters to the same
age group of people. Although there will always be the same emotions and motives
pushing students forward and the same activities hindering their productivity, when
The social revolution needed at Trinity has to come from
within the community not from without to make it effective.
I give it some more thought I realize that the way in which their pursuits will occur
will definitely be affected.
 ;
This contemplation leads me to think of what I perceive happening in present
time which will effect Trinity's future. My mind stops on two things— the
administration's decision concerning the Greek life at Trinity and the current
decision to fund a house for La Voz Latina. Unlike most of my peers I look on these
decisions with some apprehension.
Firstly, even though most of the effects of the decision on the Greek organiza-.
tions are debatable, one thing is certain, that it was a decision that oppresses the will
and the voice of the students, being a step directly concerning them and yet having
been made without their deliberation. As I try to imagine Trinity's social future in the
light of this I do not know whether it will improve or make the Fraternities all the
more enticing because of their becoming forbidden fruit. Suppression, as history has
proven, only breeds perversity. The social revolution needed at Trinity has to come
from within the community not from without to make it effective. • ' •;
While the school is making efforts to kill separatism in the Trinity community
it is contradicting itself by the recent decision to have a house for La Voz Latina. I do
not think this will in any way encourage diversity on the contrary it will hinder
integration. To borrow the vision of a friend holding similar views, "Trinity will be
one big quad with houses accommodating all stereotypes, every one will respect
everyone else's views but no one will really listen or really care."
BY THOM S J. C L
Dialogue Editor
The problems of this community do not go unnoticed even if often they go
untreated. They are known to all of us; we see them right in front of us when we walk
home, when we sit in class, when we go out on the weekends. But the sights and
sounds of Trinity's very real deficiencies have never been enough to generate efforts
to ameliorate them. Apathy has been the over used excuse from the student body and
college handbooks for the campus' lack of creativity in developing intelligent
solutions for its problems. But apathy in and of itself tells us nothing. Apathetic in
comparison to what? The 1960s? The students of that era deserve a little praise for
their concern and belief in positive change. But we cannot allow ourselves to be
overshadowed any longer by the unfulfilled promises and useless pretension of
another generation. We need to move on . The solutions of the 1960s will not solve
the problems of American nor Trinity in the 1990s.
Or, perhaps, apathetic compared to Wesleyan? Is Wesleyan University a more
accurate portrayal of the world? Is the world as rosy and accepting as Wesleyan
would like to believe it is? It is not, though this is not to imply we shouldn't aim to
make it that way. Wesleyan and Trinity represent an interesting juxtaposition of
present and future. Let us grant Wesleyan its "progressive" reputation as a bastion
of academic liberalism. It has attained a very impressive level of intellectual and
racial acceptance, portentous nuances of which we need not grapple with here. But
WesleyaiVs progressiveness is in and of itself no indication of where America is
going. Trinity, for its part though, is very much an indication of where America is
right now. It's in line with its times.
Trinity, is experiencing the pains of necessary change which are currently
afflicting all o'f America. These pains are due in large part to the legacy of the Reagan
years which was not simply absorbed by Trinity but America as well. It was the
legacy of passing the buck to the next generation, of postponing the resolution of
today's problems until tomorrow. In this Trinity has acted in "good" faith. This is
exactly what we have done. For more than a decade Trinity has failed to address its
serious structural deficiencies which were no less obvious than they are today, but
went completely ignored. We epitomize the contradictions in the American system
exacerbated during the Reagan years. Trinity grew in wealth as the community
surrounding it decayed and fell into disrepair. We simply didn't care. Was this
apathy so strange? Not at all, Nobody cared.
Trinity's apathetic reputation can only be understood in this context— not in
comparison historically to the 1960s nor socially to Wesleyan in 1990. And the
necessity of change on this campus can only be understood in terms which apply to
America as a nation, Both of us have reach critical mass. The opportunity has been
presented to rebuild a society left to rot for the benefit of a small, rich, white minority,
or allow the process of decay to continue until we plunge into bloodshed. Trinity's
success strikes me as absolutely crucial to this process of change and reform. The
tension and anger currently pulsing through this community is what this country is
feeling. It is the frustrating problem of uprooting traditional American interests for
the sake of agreater whole without at the same time alienating those old interests
from the arena oidiseu^on.itieiaciagihAMrvpleasant truth that some got a free ride
during the 1980s and that we all must now pay for their extravagance. It is the
dilemma of overcoming division while preserving our individual identities.
These are the problems facing Trinity. Will we succeed in resolving them? This
isn't even the issue. We cannot think as many here do that Trinity is a dying ins tiution
lest we irrevocably damn ourselves. We can afford no other opinion but optimism.
If we are truly the spirit of our times, we will rise and fall with them. And thus if
America is to succeed, Trinity must succeed.
The Tides of Change At Trinity
, BYAMYTATKO
Dialogue Editor
Trinity is what we make it, and in the past four years I have witnessed
individual initiative mesh with collective efforts to create a new tide of change on our
campus. The activism and energy of this year in particular indicate that the future
of Trinity may indeed entail a sharp break with the past. Trinity has for years had a
reputation for breeding connoisseurs of beer, frats, and L.L. Bean, and to any college
guidebook, perhaps those basic qualities will always remain the same. Yet, for those
of us who sense and create a new time for Trinity, the apathy of the past cannot be
tolerated and recent progress must be cultivated and continued.
The biggest change obviously was the Trustees' decision to abolish single-sex
Greek organizations. Supposedly the majority of our student body supports the
Greeks and were outraged by this decision. (Oh well.) But Trinity is ready to move
on to bigger arid better things; in implementing the Trustees' decision, our campus
will create a new social atmosphere. As we have already seen by the example of Elms
Community, students will realize new organizations and find new places and ways
to socialize. The dichotomy between intellectual and social lives may grow cloudier
as we learn to live together arid have fun together in different ways.
The events of recent months also demonstrate that this tide of change has hit
Trinity. FromLa Voz Latino to E.R.O.S.(EncouragingRespectOfSexualities), Trinity
students of all ethnicities and sexualities, i.e. folks of all types, are coming forward
to say that the beer-drinking, frat-loving structures of Trinity exclude too many
people. Is this just muti-culruralism and political correctness? I think it's reality;
Trinity is not homogeneous and enjoys a student community of interesting and
diverse individuals. And even beneath all those baseball hats and J. Crew shirts lie
a plethora of personalities, interests, desires, and needs. The time has come to create
an atmosphere in which we may all express ourselves, find our niche, and pave our
own way through our academics and social lives.
T^-*K e^P y ° U r . T S a n d e a r S ° p e n : T r i n i ty i s hanging, and we are changing
IrmiryGossipatafraternity formal about who's gay and who's straight proves this
tide of change. A recent decision to offer foreign language training across the board
and to try a new wnhng course by computer correspondence proves this tide of
change. A few more women were outplaying intermural softball and soccer this
a w f ™ •n™er 7 f o [ e ' a n d a f e w more men offered support at a speak-out for
J r t S S w 1 i I!he^keBack^eNightmarchthaninyearspaSt.Sure,Trinity
wiUprobablyalwaysbreedthekegheadsub-culture,andofcourseourproblemsand
ns are numerous. Yet, it's the active, progressive individuals who are defining
. us. In the end, their voice is the clearest and the loudest, and
, energy, and commitment are the tides of change in our community.
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NEA Funding Increase
Stirs Up More Controversy
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BY t.AUKKl.l'UKTNOY
Si'iifor I'.ililor
'1'he controversy over federal fund-
ing for the arlH has once again resurfaced
as the Congressional Appropriations
Committee continues its budgetary hear-
ing process this week. Public witnesses
will testify on behalf of the National Kn-
dowment for the Arts (NEA) in front of
theAppropriationsSubcommitteeonthe
Interior on May 5th. This will be an
extremely important step in the alloca-
tion process as the position of many new
members on arts funding is still un-
known.
President Clinton has proposed
that the beleaguered NEA receive $174.5
million, a $134,(XXHncr^ w> from lastyear.
This seemingly minuscule boost was
taken as an encouraging sign that the arts
are important to Clinton and that the
the Justice Department's appeal of afed-
eral judge's ruling which declared un-
constitutional a requirement that the
Endowment apply a "standard of de-
cency" when awarding grants.
The appeal was filed two weeks
ago in the infamous freedom of expres-
sion case, Finley v. NEA, in which a fed-
eral court ruled last June that the govern-
ment may not control the content of fed-
erally funded art.
The suit, which originated in Sep-
tember of 1990, was brought about by
four artists, Karen Finley, John Fleck,
Holly Hughes, and Tim Miller, who all
contended that they were denied grants
from the NEA for political reasons. All
four deal with sexual themes in their
work.
The suit challenges the constitu-
tionality of the 1990 reauthorizalion leg-
islation which requires that the NEA con-
"Whether in the national context or the college context,
artists speak in ways that aren't always comfortable.
Calling those artistic constraints into question is an
important function of the college artist/'
— Katherine Power,
Assistant Professor of Theatre and Dance
fierce debate over the public funding for
the arts may be waning. The history of
the Hndowmenl, especially over the past
12 years, ha.s been fraught with contro-
versy over its peer panel review system
as well as the use of federal funds for
allegedly sexually explicit artwork.
Ai'ts advocates see the increase as
more, than just financial support. Its also
symbolizes tacit approval oJ the JMHA.
"1 am very glad WIT held steady/'
said Judith CJolub, executive director of
the American Arts Alliance. The Alli-
ance i.s an arts lobbying organi/at ion that
represents over 4(X) arts associations.
Despite the increased allocation,
the administration reduced thi? postal
subsidy that serves as an integral part of
arts organizations as well as other non-
profit groups. Postage fees are an essen-
tial part of the operating costs of many
museums, theaters, and dance compa-
nies. Despite heavy lobbying, theCJinton
budget only calls for $91.4 million for the
subsidy of all non-profit groups as op-
posed to last year's appropriation of
$121.9 million.
This defeat might affect the well
being of many arts groups, said Golub,
"We are going to try to develop a perma-
nent legislation remedy," she noted.
Also facing the troubled NF.A is
sider, "general standards of decency"
when reviewing proposals. The artists
charged that the language of the statute
was vague.
The implications of this suit are far
reaching. "Whether in the national con-
text or the college context, artists speak
in ways that aren't always comfortable,"
said Trinity's Katherine Power, Assis-
tant Ptoietmox of Theatre and Dance,
"Calling those artistic constraints into
question is an important function of the
college artist."
The decency standard was struck ,
down on the grounds that (he First
Amendment protects unpopular speech
and was a standard too vague to be
understandable by the average person.
The lower court also ruled that
Rustv. Sullivan, the Supreme Court abor-
tion "gag rule" case that allows content
based restrictions on speech funded by
the government, could not properly be
applied to the arts because of the First
Amendment interest in artistic expres-
sion.
Its outcome yet unknown, many
(i rt.s supporters see the upcoming case as
Clinton's litmus test on arts issues, "Art-
ists really backed Clinton," said Power,
"It is very disappointing to see this kind
of censorship rear its ugly head."
AllanK Smith
Writing Center
INDIVIDUAL TUTORING
• All Week At 115 Vernon Street
Mon-Fri 1-4, Mon-Thurs 6:30-9:30
* Late Night At Marriott
Sun, Mon, Thurs 10 p'.m,~12 a.m.
• Simply Drop In Or Call For
An Appointment
297-2468
The Night We Never Met:
A Great End to the Semester
by Dana Meaehen and Chris Rau
TRIPOD FILM CRITICS
CHRIS:
For the final movie review of our college career, Dana and I went to see The
Night We Never Met, a little known romantic comedy starring Matthew Broderick.
I am happy to say that we can close out this column with a good review. In the
spirit of When Harry Met Sally, The Night We Never Met is a cute love story with the
perfect mixture of light comedy, sad moments, and a happy ending.
The movie is about three people who share an apartment by each renting
it two nights a week. Brian is a rich stockbroker who is getting married, but
doesn't want to give up his bachelor.pad. As a compromise he decides to rent it
out to other people part of the week. Ellen is an unhappy wife who wants some
time alone to paint and reflect on her life. Sam is a lonely bachelor who just wants
some time away from his apartment which he seems to share with about fifty
other people. So all three arrange a schedule so that each has the apartment two
days a week. But the whole thing is arranged by Brian's secretary, so the three
never m^et. ,
As the movie progresses, each of the main characters continue with their
own lives, and yet develop new relationships with the new roommates who they
have never met. Although it becomes a bit obvious where the movie is headed, it
doesn't matter. It's just fun watching the characters evolve, and you find yourself
rooting for certain people to get together. All three characters are very different,
but you get to know each one and feel a part of their lives. The supporting cast is
excellent, even Justine Bateman, who has done little since "Family Ties."
The highlights of the film are the performances of Anabelle Sciora and
Matthew Broderick. Both are amazing. Broderick really seems to have grown up
since his days as Ferris Bueller, and his sarcastic comedy is more ma ture and I think
much better than in Biloxi Blues. He belongs in a film like this, which although it
may never make hundreds of millions of dollars, is a much higher quality film,
Sciora is also excellent. She is very attractive, but you just feel very sorry for her
character. As the movie progresses, you can't help but hope that she finds
happiness.
All in all, The Night We Never Met is a very entertaining film. I think it could
be a sleeper hit, but most probably with all the blockbusters soon to be released
it will be forgotten. But if you have the opportunity, take a chance, you will
probably like it more than most of the bigger names during the summer. I give the
movie three stars. I know stars are a little boring, but hey, it's our last review, and
I want to feel like a traditional movie critic.
This movie made you feel good inside, and even though
you may be able to predict the end, you laugh your
way there, say "aww" in the right places, and gener-
ally have a good time.
DANA:
I feel like every week when we write these reviews, Chris and I say that a
moviehad the potential to be really great, but fell short. Well, this week, we went
to Tlie Night We Never Met expecting a mediocre film and instead got our full
money's worth and then some.
This film didn't have any guns or suspense or police or cheesy lines or flat
characters or Hollywood fluff. It was just simply a good movie. I've forgotten
what it's like to see one. It mixed romance with just enough comedy and just
enough drama, But above all was its depiction of its characters. By limiting itself
to three, this film was able to delve deeply into the lives and problems of this
cheese salesman, nurse, and broker.
Matthew Broderick always pops up in great movies, like Ferris Bueller's Day
Off and Glory. My only complaintabouthim used to be thatthathe always looked
really young. For the first time in The Night We Never Met, he is starting to look
mature. And he is really believable as Sam, a great cook who is just trying
desperately to get a date.
This movie showed the good and the bad sides of men. On the other
extreme from the thoughtful and considerate Matthew Broderick was Brian, a frat
guy, engaged to be married, butstill pathetically clinging to his old bachelor life.
Brian acts out all of the stereotypes of the typical fraternity guy. ^
Even though people cringe when you call something a "feel-good movte,
Ican'thelp butuse the term here. This movie made you feel good inside, and even
though you may be able to predict the end, you laugh your way there, say "aww"
in the rightplaces, and generally have a good time. I'm giving TheNtght We Never
Mrfthreestarstoo. Don'twairforthisonetocomeoutontape. TheNight WeNever
Met made me remember what going to the movies is all about.
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A Metro-Hartford Nostalgic Moment
Restaurant Reviewer Retrospective
BY ALEXANDRA CAMPBELL
Metro-Hartford Food Critic
Hartford certainly has its
share of restaurants, some better
than others, which often makes
it difficult to decide where to eat.
To make that decision a little
easier, I have compiled a list of
my favorite restaurants in the
area with a brief description of
each.
Peppercorn's Grill is my
favorite restaurant in Hartford.
Peppercorn's offers a wonderful
variety of authentic Italian cui-
sineinabisrro atmosphere. Their
menu is selective without being
limiting and everything on their
menu is prepared to order with
the freshest ingredients avail-
Peppercorn's is located at 357
Main Street, Hartford. Reser-
vations are highly recom-
mended. Telephone: 547-1714.
Max on Main is also an
outstanding restaurant. The at-
mosphere is definitely bistro as
is the menu/which includes se-
lections of pasta, poultry, sea-
food, lamb, and pork. Their
food gives new meaning to the
word gourmet. Prices are mod-
erately expensive, but the food
is worth every cent. Max on
Main serves both lunch and din-
ner and is located at 205 Main
Street, Hartford. Reservations
stronglysuggested. Telephone:
. 522-2530. • ,
Congress Roh'sserie is an-
other top ranking restaurant in
Hartford. Fresh quality food at
Peppercorn's Grill is my favorite restaurant
in Hartford. Peppercorn's offers a wonderful
variety of Italian cuisine in a bistro atmo-
sphere. Their menu is selective without being
limiting and everything on their menu is
prepared to order with the freshest ingredients
available. The homemade desserts alone are
worth the trip.
extremely reasonable prices in
a fun and lively bistro atmo-
sphere is the best way to de-
scribe this restaurant. Like the
name suggests, this restaurant
features a number of specialties
able. The home made desserts
alone are worth the trip. Prices
range from moderate to expen-
sive, but both the quality and
quantity of food make a trip to
this restaurant worth it.
cooked on a rotisserie. Other
dishes such as pasta, salads,
sandwiches, and omelettes are
also offered. The Congress Ro-
tisserie serves lunch and dinner
and is located at 7 Maple Av-
enue, Hartford. Reservations
are advisable on weekends.
Telephone: 560-1965.
And remember next door
atCongressRotisserieCarryOut
you can
get the
most in-
credible
gourmet
s a n d -
wichesfor
next to
nothing'.
T e l e -
p h o n e :
569-1989.
The
Capitol
FishHouse
is the per-
fect res-
t a u r a n t
for lovers
of seafood. It seems as if every
type of seafood under the sun is
offered on the menu. Well that
may be exaggerating a bit, but
their selection is extensive. And
if that were not enough, many
of the dishes can be prepared
more than one way. The atmo-
sphere is cozy and inviting,
Prices for the entrees tend to be
a bit on the expensive side, but
are proportional to the portions.
Both lunch and dinner are
served. The Capitol Fish House
is located on the corner of Main
Street and Capitol Avenue at
391 Main Street, Hartford. Tele-
phone: 724-3370.
Franco's Ristoranteoffers a
taste of Old World Italian cui-
sine in a classy setting. All the
traditional Italian favorites can
be found
on the
m e n u
along with
a few new
one ones,
One hint:
for dessert
try the
c a n n o l i .
F ranco ' s
s e r v e s
lunch and
dinner at
moderate
to expen-
sive prices.
Reserva-
tions are a
must. Telephone: 296-5967.
Tapas, a Mediterranean
snack bar, just can't be beat. The
menu includes such dishes as
gyros, falafel, spanakopita, and
tapas, a Mediterranean varia-
tion on the pizza, and there are
always a number of specials.
Whatever you order, it is bound
tobe delicious. To sum up Tapas
in three words: it is casual, fun,
and inexpensive! Both lunch
and dinner are served. Tapas is
located at 1150 New Britain Av-
enue, West Hartford. Reserva-
tions are not accepted. Tele-
phone: 521-4609.
Mo's Midtown Diner, with-
out a doubt, serves the best
breakfast inHar tford, if notCon-
necticut. Breakfast can of ten be
boring and repetitive, but not at
Mo's. Their homemade apple
walnut pancakes, omelettes, and
other sundries are out of this
world. The diner is small and is
also very popular, so be pre-
pared to wait in line. The wait,
however, is worth it. Breakfast
is served close to all day every
day except Monday. Mo's is
located at 25 Whitney Street
which is off Farmington Avenue,
West Hartford.
Fuji, a Japanese restau-
rant, offers a delectable assort-
ment of dishes such as tempora
vegetables and teriyaki chicken,
and of course includes a wide
varietyof sushi and sashimi. For
those who have never tried Japa-
nese food be a little adventur-
ous and try Fuji the next time
you are planning to eat out. I
promise you won't be disap-
pointed. Fuji is located at 1144
NewBritainAvenue,WestHart-
ford.
Kashmir is a restaurant
which brings the many exotic
flavors of India toHartford. One
please turn to page 15
Hartford
Cinema City
Olivier, Olivier (R)
Like Water For Chocolate (NR)
The Crying Game (R)
Strictly Ballroom (NR)
East Hartford
Buster's Pub & Cinema
A Few Good Men (R)
Sommersby (PG-13)
Showcase Cinema
The Dark Half (R)
Spliting Heirs (PG-13)
This Boy's Life (R)
Who's The Man (R)
Indian Summer (PG-13)
Indecent Proposal (PG)
The Night We Never Met (R)
Three of Hearts (R)
Sidekicks (PG)
The Sandlot (PG)
Boiling Point (R)
Benny and Joon (PG)
West Hartford
Elml&2
A Few Good Men (PG-13)
Sommersby (PG)
7:00, 9:40
7:15, 9:30
7:30,9:50
7:45, 9:55
9:30
7:30
1:35,4:30,7:40,10:05
1:15,3:25,5:15,7:00,9:35
1:30,4:20,7:30,9:50
1:00,3:00,3:30,5:00,7:25,9:40,10:15
1:20,3:30,5:30,7:35,10:00
1:00,3:20,5:35,8:00,10:20
1:10,3:10,5:10,7:10,9:30
1:40,4:00,7:15,9:45
1:05,3:05,5:05,7:05,9:25
1:10,3:15,5:20,7:20, 9:20
1:15,5:20,7:50
1:25,3:25,5:25,7:45, 9:55
7:15,9:50
7:00,9:45
At The Movies
I3Y3AYWBE
Hartford In Brief...
Metro-Hartford Co-Editor
Shakespeare Downtown...A group of young actors from BloomJ'ield High
School took their lunch hour to present to passefsby a modernized version of
Romeo and Julietr, set m Hartford, The show was presented by an outfit called
Shakespeare Downtown, a group:whose stated purpose is to bring a contempo-
rary Bard into the city.
ess o's Running For Senate,,.Rrook Johnson, who was so unkindly
squashed by Chris Dodd for Dodd's Senate seat last year, is ready to try again,
indicating he might want to take on Senator Joe Ltebetmaft. GOP Representative
Gary Pranks, on the other hand, has said the he'll run for the seat on one
condition.,.if Liebennan doesn't.
School Board Challenged By CounciL.The Hartford City Council is
prepared to takeoff$ll mUlionfrom the state's schools, citing little need for raises,
poor priorities and other problems. The School Board is notpleased,preparing to
fight the budget cut, as wel} a$ to press for more state aid to city schools.
Here We Go Atound...Many are wondering if the State Legislature's
ballyhooed no-smoking bill is ever going to mate it onto the floor or if it will
simply flit from corwttittee to committee, like a moth. The bill, which would ban
smoking m all government-operated buildings- was recently shunted off to the
Labor and Public Relations Committee.
Mayor Absconds, City Sarvives...Afexandef Correa, a thirteen year old
whowonaHariibrd soapbox derby last, year, finally got his prize thispast Friday.
Mayo* Came Saxon Perry relinquished her job to him for a day, taking WOT
around to vanous appointments, and having meetings with, among others, Rep,
Barbara Kennellyand Sen. Chris Dodd,
. • Public Works Getting the Worl<s...Three years after his departure in 1990,
question* sttU linger about former interim city manager John Burke, and his
involvement wi ^ scandal regarding the Division of Public Wotks,
Mot* Trouble At Weaver.,.Several Weaver High School students were
touncitcbetopoS8essio»ofSev«alillirititerris,amongthemasawed-o.ff shotgun,
a butcher knife and some sjnali amdunt of cocaine, :
" A*«>the* Side of Weavei...Darnion S.C. Bennet, a junior at Weaver, was
! r ^ M f m ° f t h ! C 0 m e C t i c u t F u t u r e B u s i n e s s L e ^ e r e ^ A m e r i c a . Rennet
is the first Weaver student to hold the post; he loote forward to closer communi-
cation with the city's private sector.
phase mm to page js
\
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Shadow Program Hosts
Betances Elementary Kids
BYKflU.YCANRIGHT
Metro-Hartford Editor
Community Outreach hasproven
to be nn invaluable asset to the commu-
nity again. On April 23, Trinity .spon-
sored Shadow Day, a program that nl-
IOWH elementary school children to fol-
low around college students for a day
and explore all aspects of college life,
including classes, discussions with pro-
fessors, and other activities.
The sixth grade students at
Betances Elementary School have gone
to the University of Connecticut the last
four years as a part of the Shadow Pro-
gram with the idea in mind that this
program would expose younger stu-
dents to a college environment. In turn,
this would allow them to be inspired to
do well in school and also give them a
feel for what sort of work lies ahead of
them in high school in order to reach
their goals.
This year, UConn was unable to
sponsor the program In response Trin-
ity offered to host the .students. There
was ,i .successful turnout, including
eighty sixth graders and about sixty
Trinity students, which required some
doubling up on the part of the college
students.
Several professors and other fac-
ulty and administration members
spoke to the sixth graders with much
success. Angela Ringwood who is
assistant director of admissions kept
a lively interest in the students, and
Professor Jerry Watts kept the whole
crowd laughing and entertained the,
entire time.
This event was successful
mostly because of the diversity in the
participators at Trinity. Members of
Community Outreach, Pan African
Alliance, La Voz Lalina, and a variety
of others took part "the situation was
generally overwhelming for the sixth
graders, but they all had a very good
time." Dawn Hines'93 said/T thought
it the Shadow Program was really
successful, and that the students
learned a great deal. Hie most impor-
tant thing was the fact that we were
divided up individually with the stu-
dents which personalized the experi-
ence rather than grouping us with
several students whom we wouldn't
have been able to get to know."
The Shadow Program proved
to be an excellent aspect for both the
Trinity community and the people of
Hartford. Hopefully, Trinity will con-
tinue to host similar events.
A Farewell To Hartfoid
BYTAYWISE
Metro-Hartford Editor
I found out I was going to be the
editor of the Metro-Hartford section a
little less than a year ago, the same night
Ifoundoutlwasn'tgoingto be the editor
of the News Section. Next semester, I
thought to myself.
That summer, I went home, still a
little bitter. I didn't know anything about
Hartford, I didn't like the city, never
ventured out from Trinity. It was unsafe,
ugly. Themorelthoughtaboutit,though,
the more I saw opportunities. And when
I came back to Trinity this fall, for the first
time I looked out my car window at
Hartford, instead of reading a magazine
Trinity and just walk around the city.
Talk to the people who make it run, try
and figure out the subtle shadings of big-
city politics. And then, for God's sake, as
if that weren'tfun enough, write aboutit.
So many people see this city as a minor
inconvenience they have to go through
to get from here to the airport. So many
people here see the people who live in
this city as alien, some species of dis-
tinctly inscrutable foreign creature.
But the fact is that we live here too,
not just in Trinity, but in Hartford. And
the fact is that what happens to Hartford
affects Trinity, and everyone who goes
here.
Last semester, I interviewed a
woman named Annamaria Garcia, the
...Ms. Garcia's lesson is made of the stuff that must heal
Hartford, and someday make Trinity a real part of the city:
that touching and indomitable faith in the human spirit, and
the idea that we are all, at the very core, connected.
until I got to Trinity.
I am happy to say that more often
than not, this job has been a true labor of
love for me; I have grown to respect this
city a tremendous amount. It is a place
that's been through some awful times
lately, and still has managed to keep its
character, its heart and soul.
In a way, I wish every student
could do what I got to do: walk outside of
LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT
Know the score...
This spring you can take the
only national practice graduate
examinations administered
under actual test conditions.
Students have been taking the
PSAT to prepare for the SAT
for years. Now people
preparing for graduate school
have the opportunity to take
The Princeton Review's Pre-
LSAT, Pre-GMAT, Pre-GRE
or Pre-MCAT. The top 10%
of scores will be eligible for
ten $2,000 national
scholarships available through
the American Community
Service Awards.
Call to register TODAY!
and score more
ilesXi I Range Bimpriniemein
LSAT
GMAT
GRE
MCAT
120-180
200-800
600-2400
3-45
10.4 pts.
85 pts.
215 pts.
6 pts.
The Princeton Review
knows that small classes,
personal attention and
proven techniques are
essential to scoring high
on your grad school
entrance exam.
That's why our classes
never exceed 15 students
and are grouped by shared
strengths and weaknesses.
Our innovative techniques
let you master the test.
And our results are
guaranteed. Perhaps that's for more Information call:
why we're the nation's (Q(\(\\ AA*% 7 7 T 7
fastest-growing test-prep \O13\J) *t*tU M W J
service.
The American Community Service Awards are sponsored by American Express.
The Princcion Review is not affiliated with ETS or Princeton University.
THE
OXFORD
HEALTH
PLANS
ypeiV
nterviewing
Day
•..Wednesday
May}% 1 W
;.:.;: 9am—4pm
Career Opportunities • • •
A re you interested in a company where yourvoice will he heard? ...in a company thatrewards its employees for making things happen!
I f so, choose Oxford Health Plans, one ofAmerica's fastest growing managed carecompanies.
Oxford Health Plans is a regional corporation providing a fall range
of innovative and managed health care services to over 140,000
members in New York, New Jersey and Connecticut. Expanding
at the rate of 60% each year - we are the 33rd fastest growing
company in America.
Now is the time to join us. We have recently created career
opportunities for individuals to grow with us as we expand into
various new healthcare frontiers. We cordially invite you to meet
our recruiters, speak to key members of our managed care team
and attend our mini-seminare scheduled for 12:00 and 3:00 pm at our
Open Interviewing Day-
RSVP by; May 1, 1993 - 1-800-444-6222 X 2264
head of the city's Health and Human
Resources Department, and a co-chair of
the Hartford Vision Project. We were
deep in the heart of the interview when I
asked her what, if given unlimited re-
sources, she would like to accomplish in
Hartford.
She stopped moving and glared at
me from over her imposing desk like a
second grade teacher whose student had
forgotten a basic and elemental part of
his multiplication table. "First of all," she
said, "anyone in this world has unlim-
ited resources. Let's get that straight right
now."
And that's been my lesson, over
and over, no matter who I talked to. I'm
finally beginning to learn it, on the eve of
my last issue as editor of the Metro-
Hartford section. That's why Commu-
nity Outreach is so special; I wish we had
been able to do a story on them every
week. No matter how many initiatives
and vigils and outreaches there are, Ms.
Garcia's lesson is made of the stuff that
must heal Hartford, and someday make
Trinity a real part of the city: that touch-
ing and indomitable faith in the human
spirit, and the idea that we are all, at the
very core, connected.
Hartfoiri, Briefly
continued from page 14
HART Rally A Success...More
than 500 people gathered to protest the
state's lack of an urban agenda last
Wednesday night, singing protest songs
and ending the evening with a candle-
light march up Capitol Avenue. The
march was arranged by HART, or Hart-
ford Areas Rally Together, along with 20
other groups.
Restaurant Recap
continued from page 14
of the best features of this restaurant is
the "special dinner," which allows you
to try a variety of Indian foods for a set
price, dessert and coffee included. I
highly recommend the coconut soup.
Prices are reasonable. Kashmiris located
at 481 Wethersfield Avenue, Hartford.
Reservations are not necessary. Tele-
phone: 296-9685.
The First and Last Tavern is defi-
nitely one of the best deals in Hartford.
Clean, casual, and comfortable is the best
way to described the First and Last Tav-
ern and their first and foremost concern
is serving good food at good prices. Ev-
erything from their wood fired brick oven
pizza to their assortment of pastas to
their grinders is simple yet delicious.
Both lunch and dinner are served. The
First and Last is located at 939 Maple
Avenue, Hartford is open for lunch and
dinner. Reservations are not accepted.
Bon appetite!
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The Free Thinking Lemming: A Stray Of College In A Tolerant World
BY BRIAN TOHNSON
Features Writer
Knally, my mind was a
clean slate.
Over the course of four
years, I've been trying to change
over to the obviously preferred
mind free of any incorrect
thoughts based on society, the
system, or anything institution-
alized. I never understood what
these intentionally vague, schol-
arly terms meant specifically,
but I had been told many times
over by professors and students
alike that they were large, evil
entities which had been decades
in the making and produced
horribly oppressive viewpoin ts,
especially within white males
like myself.
Were I to disagree, and
say that I am no such product of
these foul, nebulous entities, and
that my philosophies are sub-
stantiated by rational
thought, I would be subjected to
the mother of all accusations-
thai my promulgation of oppres-
sive ideas is such an inbred trait
that it is unrecognizable to me,
and only recognizable to the
subsequent victims. If what's
wrong with me is undetectable
to me, I can't very well refuted
its existence.
Similarly, I ardently be-
lieve that the spirit of God often
sits behind my fan, and it is blow-
ing about my room only when
using the medium setting-
you're just incapable of seeing
it. Try and prove me wrong. So,
within the clever sophistry of
this line of argument, it is possi-
bly true. Like an undetectable
kidney stone, all I could do was
hope I would pass somehow and
know.
After hundreds of morn-
ings of waking up and having
no sense that what I couldn't
detect was gone, it finally hap-
pened by some act of providence
by the god of special interests. I,
at long last, rose with a cleansed
mind.
How did I know, you
might ask? You just know from
the inside- trust me. It's a feel-
ing that makes you want to cry
along with the others who feel
that there is injustice some-
where. I couldn't wait to go out
and experience life anew, and
impress upon my socially pure
mind whatever I observed.
Things would be different now,
I was certain of that. I had a new
faith, a sense of camaraderie
with the people of my school. I
sprung out of bed, humming
Tracy Chapman tunes, ready to
celebrate in the difference s of all
colors, creeds, and cultures, in-
cluding my own.
My eyes were heavy due
to the drilling which begins at
8:15 a.m. for the new radio sta-
tion, but my spirit was light and
frothy. I got ready and headed
tomymorningphilosophyclass
which is taught by an incredibly
knowledgeable man who
seemed to careen off track sus-
piciously often toward the topic
of young girls and Lewis Carroll.
Such a powerful arguer was this
manthatwithin fifteen minutes
I had abandoned my religious
beliefs and joined the wide ranks
of the school's agnostics.
Then, unsuspecting, the
class was interrupted by a gang
of women who entered without
permission. None made eye
contact, but chanted at me (as
the collectiveman) thatif I didn't
stop it, they could cut off my
genitals. And then off they went.
I didn't know how to feel, hav-
ing personally done nothing to
deserve it. However, the pro-
fessor was so moved by this dis-
play that he canceled the r emain-
der of the class. Obviously, he
had to collect himself- but
whether he genuinely cared so
much that he couldn't think, or
he just felt guilty and threat-
ened is unknown. He still finds
Lewis Carroll fascinating.
I walked to lunch, where
the woman who passes my card
through the machine said many
things to me. Not understand-
ing a word of it, I grinned and
nodded knowingly. I then chose
happily from what they were
serving, poured myself some
soup, and made a salad. I sat
down with many of my acquain-
tances who, as usual, corfi-
pleasc turn to page 17
ALONG THE LONG WALK
What Will You Be Doing After Graduation?
(Asked of Seniors on Lhe main Quad.)
Heather Walsh J93: In the fall I'm
moving to France. And then to Af-
rica. After being a bear trainer in
Russia-1 hear there's a shortage.
JohnGrazaadei'93-. rittgoingv
home and make a sandwich.
|g|||((|i^||||||l||||||l|i
m
mm
mm
Kingatey V.P. Day '93: I'll fee work-
ing in New York for -a money man-
agement firm.
.Rachel Totman '93: I'm. going to
travel around the world with the $1
million T win in the lottery.
s
as
a*
Jason Sdtanart '93: l'Ube liberating
d b h ! ^ M i J d I
David Manning '43' I'll he a <*i
in&teuctOT in Brerkcnbrid£i.-, Colo-
rado.
RuhRK-o'93: Rod. s,t,«.
l'iniRichmart'93; I'll be the Sports
Editor of 77w7Wporf.
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Let Us AH Be Tolerant, Or Else, Continued
Page 17
't! jr I'm juiyy It*
plained hillfi'ly lur a lew min-
utes about llu1 poor quality and
selection ol It it U.I. I looked at my
turkey, potatoes,and gravy, and
tlu'n at the metisattained by the
rest of the table a tier great labor.
I .saw leaves and rice and
noodles, strocij^ i* seeds and Hell-
prepared sauces, I found my
traditional food more appetiz-
ing, and couldn't help but won-
der what meals might be like in
theirhomes, Naturally they din-
liked tlie food— it was not bi-
zarre enough.
As we chatted above the -
noise of the adjacent fraternity
lunch table in a predictable vein
about "stressing," "hooking
up," and "dealing," a napkin
landed in my gravy.
It was sent by a member
of the adjacent table, and had
obviously missed its intended
target. For Ihi.s accident, 1 re-
ceived an apology in an insin-
cere tone: "oh man, I'm really
sorry, 1 was aiming for someone
else." His fraternity brothers
around the table found the inci-
dent to be of extreme hilarity,
and they all laughed heartily, 1
tried to see it as good college
fun, and decided to gel more
soup.
While ladling, I overheard
this brief discussion:
imiiNTLVONCARGIN
II: What's up man? You blow
off clawt this morning or what?
I' C) R T K R
LHMMINGHAM: No, man, I
don't have classes this morning.
HRHNTLVONCARG1N
II: Oh.
F O R T E R
IJ'MMINC;! IAM:WelI,Ido,but
1 .skipped it today.
BRKNTL.VONCARGIN
II: Oh, yeah.
At this point, 1 quickly had
to leave the dining hall— I
neared a state of intolerance,
which is a stale wrong to oc-
cupy.
I went to my afternoon
class, which was a now distribu-
tion requirement, "Contempo-
rary Feminist Interpretation of
Implied Minority Homosexual-
ity in Seventeenth Century Lit-
erature," The professor, who
had just recently changed her
name to Toni Morrison out of
reverence, insisted that the
males in the class refrain from
speaking at any time. Due to the
fact that class participation was
50% of our grade, I was not far-
ing too well in the course. I felt
for her anger, and was willing to
bear the brunt for those who
came before me {and before her),
where previous to my new
awareness 1 had felt cheated in
Hit'course.
Alter class, I was in the
locker room getting dressed for
track practice. I ike the bards of
yore, a few ot the other track
members had engaged in songs
of their penisi'H, and how the
mentioned members could sub-
ject the oilier track bards to hu-
miliation.
Far from intolerance, I
saw HuH'wntasa fun-filled male
ritual, and added my melodic
voice u*the festivities. My lyrics
were laid open to subneijufnt
attack by ilu:» best i *i I he lyricists,
and I sl-.irft'd to ronu'riitwr the
reasoning for my usual Mlenct."
among !he member* of the track
h
ignorant notions as 1 chuckled
in good-nalured humiliation.
1 went to dinner aflorprac-
tice, and again had to leave pre-
maturely due to impending in-
tolerance. Then 1 worked on a
paper for some time. The night-
promised to be one of much rev-
elry, as my roommates and I
had planned once again to at-
tend the local college bar, I
hoped that with my new out-
look, the experience would be
far more enjoyable than the other
37 limes I had been there in the
last year. I even donned the
traditional college lid for the
occasion.
As we proceeded to the
pub, we encountered many stu-
dents and professors holding
candles by a well known monu-
ment, doing so to display unity
and promote change. They were
doing this, in retaliation to vio-
lent crimes perpetrated by mem-
bers of the community, who
were not universally apprecia-
tive of being able to use our
home as a playground and as a
source for car parts. Logically,!
{bought the candles would re-
ally hit home far more effec-
tively if they were brandished
in the home of the perpetrators
(only one street away). As far as
I could tell, after bearing wit-
ness to such displays for four
years, the showing of unity and
calling for change had not pro-
duced anything tangible, as
prostitutes seem tosttll be found
dead in the cemetery, students
heldatknife-pointfortheircoath",
and people raped despite pre-
cautions. Realizing I was em-
ploying certain rationalities fa-
miliar with my aid mode of
thought, 1 tried to follow my
new and sympathetic heart in-
stead, Even it was having
trouble convincing me k> par-
ticipate in "my" surrounding
community. As we left the vigil,
I sincerely hoped that this one
worked.
The four of us arrived at
the bar a bit late, and ah to wail
for a while before we could en-
ter the crowded, smoky atmo-
sphere. The same music played
that always played, the same
people were there that always
were there, and the same hair-
styles or hats were displayed as
usual.
But I saw it from a new
perspective, I also saw from a
fortunately high perspective
many widely framed, hulking
members of a fraternity who
wore no pants. What a wonder-
ful ideafor an initiation to broth-
erhood, I thought to myself.
At the bar, I saw many
people who greeted me in an
uncharacteristically friendly
manner. They were the same
people I had walked past dur-
ing the daytime in a mutually
sober state, and who had pre-
tended that they had no due as
to who 1 was, or that when we
crossed paths, they didn't no-
lice. 1 observed as the most at-
tractive women flirted with the
most self-involved men. It was
a lesson in the tried and true
facades, and 1 was wondering if
the facade was .still worn later
when the clothes weren't. My
conclusion was yes, it was, since
it would be the final defense
against letting someone inside
without sacrificing a good feel-
ing. As I nurtured my own fed-
ing of warm intoxication, t de-
cided that my thoughts on the
superficial nature of interper-
sonal relationships were caused
by an excess of alcohol. I had to
have more faith in the genuine;
personal, open expressions of
friendship and intimacy at the
school. So that's whatl decided
to embrace as my opinion of the
social scene.
I happily swaggered
home, deciding that I had had
enough new experience
for one day. I was pre-
viously planning to try
the late night fraternity
life, despite the fact that the
last time I had tried it, my
friend's tooth was dislodged
and my girlfriend's breast wa-,
grabbed. I was simply too tired
to experience it tolerantly.
As I returned home to nu
concrete dorm, I found that some
clever prankster had pulled the
fire alarm, and once we tired
and cold residents were allowed
back in, I found that the candy
machine had been overturned
and robbed of its contents, and
that both elevators had been
vandalized to the point of
inoperation.
As I trudged upstairs
through spilled beer and vomit,
I whistled merrily; inspired by
the care-free good-cheer of the
parties that wreakecf suchhavoc.
When I entered my room, I was
greeted by the sound of bottles
being thro wnout of higher win-
dows and shattering on the
ground. The sound was so thrill-
ing that I understood why my
intellectual equals dared toper-
form such unruly acts. The cli-
max to the tossing was the big
thud caused by an ugly padded
chair which had been disposed
of in the same way.
This first day I began to
finally feel as one with the
school. I am finally open to all
the ideas and activities which I
so ignoranlly found intolerable
and unintelligent before. 1 am
sickened by my previous cyni-
cism, and am thankful that I am
now in harmony with the ideal
ideas found within tfie walls of
academia. Soon I will be well on
my way to taking the world by
storm, celebrating differences
and fighting injustice.
INDIAN DIGEST INDIAN DIGEST INDIAN DJ
Y8?PRASANT SARI
, j
DIAN ffiGEST
T INDIAN DKEST
ST
amaskar, and wel-
come to Indian Digest, It
all started with Annmarie
F. Fini's '93 comment that
mv "Digest was not too digestible." "You must
find other ways to serve the public and other
randoms that happen upon your nutty column"
si le explained two Summers ago. I dismissed her
remarks as geared towards antagonizing me.
Her vocal roommate, Cassie F. Burns '93 called
for the immediate release of all secret tapings
I conducted while interviewing. Her re-
quests were however, refused. Nicole F.
D'Avirro '93 stated contrary sentiments,
voicing the opinion that if you are Indian
and want to be famous , at least you know
where to go to get your foot in the door. ST
Lynn F. Wolff held a similar point of view
stating "I never read your column Prasant."
Lisa F. Sequenzia '93, told me she thought
the column was something of an enigma,
testing her veritable powers of analysis at
very step of the way. Amy F. Morse '93, a
person of many hats argued that the columny
had very profound consequences in that it
sparked people to action. These were the
comments I received ten years ago when I first
came to Trinity, and the sentiment has not
changed. I still have my supporters and oppo-
nents.
Ashlyn F. Hiley '93, an avid fan of my
column characterized the "Digest" as Win-
ston F. Churchill did the land issue in
East Africa during the early years of
colonialism as the "sphinx riddle in its
newest form." Candy F. Calon '93 Jess F. Weld '93
Kim F. D'Amico '93 and Lori F. B. Gross '93
vehemently denounced the column, voicing views that
protested my room late in the Spring of 1993. Radicals!
Buffalo Bill F. Bacon '93, aka Will to his friends, and
David F. Baltazar '93 strongly supported the column,
commenting "Dave and the Buffalo Guy support that
there column." Hey, I thought, "support is support, no
matter where it comes from," Katherine Shaffer '93 and
Susan Olsen '93 called the column scandalous. Josh
Whittemore said "Prasant, I do not understand your
column" Then I spoke with Piper F. Skelly '93, who
pronounced the following," I declare to a 11 those who can
hear me that from this day forward, we shall fight the
good fight and if that means in the name of the Digest,
then so be it!
As I am leaving Trinity, I wish you all good luck in
your future ventures. Rock on and Word Up Folks!
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Find Jonathan!
This an!™ will be the final installment, and if you can't figure outilSyon had better do some serious thinking about whether - n o t you are at
The right college. The Features Editor would like to thank all of his loyal readers for the.r
support this semester.
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Proffle: Jeff Devaraiey Shines In Two Sports
I
%Y BRIAN WOODWARD'
;$ports Writer '. ~
It is appropriate that for
,the last issue of this year's Tri-
pod, we feature one of tixe most
talented and versatile athletes
atTrinity. Jeff Devanney'93has.
been a standout performer for
both-the football and baseball
teams. Rarely has an athlete
excelled so brilliantly at two
sporis.
Jeff has been on Trinity's
Football team for the past four
years, and this past season, he
started at the free safety posi-
tion. Jeff had one of the most
outstanding seasons any Trin-
ity player has had in recent
memory.
Jeff was voted to the 1992
Champion USA Division HI AU-
American Football Second
Team, the EC AC's First All-Star
Team for Division III, the
NESCAC All-Star Team, and
was named the NESCAC's De-
fensive Player of the Year.
For his performance
against Middlebury (Trinity
thrashed Middlebury 43-0), Jeff
received the New England Gold
Helmet Award, which is pre-
sented to one player from the
Division II-III ranks.
To complete Jeff's laun-
dry list of football accomplish-
ments, he was voted the team's
most outstanding defensive
player. Not too bad for a kid
whose father wouldn't let him
play football until he was inhigh
schoolbecausehe was too small.
On the basebafc field, Jeff
is having a fantastic year, play-
ing centerfield for the 11-8 Ban-
tams. As of last week, Jeff led
the team in runs scored, RBIs,
•slugging percentage, stolen
bases, home runs (5), and is
fourth on the team in batting
average .320. His five home runs
are just two short of Trinity's
single season record.
As 'well as Jeff is perform-
ing individually, Jeff has been
disappointed by the team's .500
record. "For the seniors this
seasonhasbeen disappointing,"
admits Jeff. The team's play is a
bit frustrating considering the
team finished 19-9 last season,
and has 14 letterwinners from
last season on their roster.
The team hasn't played
poorly as compared with last
season; the Bantams have just
let a few very winnable games
slip away. "We made the big
plays last year. Baseball is a
game of streaks, and unfortu-
nately the season has been
short," explains Jeff. Too short
to get a good streak going.
Jeff began playing base-
ball when he was nine years old
in his hometown of Niantic,
Conn. Football was a different
story. Jeff was not allowed to
play until high school, because
his father, a football coach him-
self, felt Jeff was not quite big
enough. When Jeff finally
started playing football and
baseball at East Lyme High
School, he was able to excel in
both sports.
When it was time for Jeff
to look at colleges, Trinity took a
great interest in Jeff's football
ability, and was able to persuade
him to play for the Bantams in-
stead of Coast Guea&'$£f£sj&s*x»&
ther is a graduate of the Coast kinder to them than late April.
Guard Academy, and accord- Off the field, Jeff is a his-
ing to Jeff, his father did his best
to encourage his son to attend
the Academy.
Jeff feels pretty positive
about his decision to come to.
Trinity, however. "If you ever
see my room, you'D know why
I didn't go to Coast'Guard."
Jeff decided to only play
football his freshman year. Jeff,
though, had a craving to play
baseball again, and decided to
try out for the 1991 team.
Jeff was also encouraged
by first year coach, Bill Decker,
who is also the football team's
linebacker coach. "Coach
Decker had a lot of patience. It
took awhile to recover from the
yearoff/'explainsjeff. Decker's
patience paid off as Jeff hit an
impressive .320 for the 1991 sea-
son.
Last season, the Bantams
surpassed all expectations with
such a young squad. They
posted a 19-9 record and set a
new school record for most wins
in a season. Trinity hosted the
EC AC tournament and received
thenumber-oneseed. "Thatwas
a big day. Having the tourna-
ment here, and getting word !i\at
we were ranked #1," recalls Jeff.
Unfortunately, the Bantams
couldn't get past the semifinals,
as they fell 6-4 to Salem State.
Coming into the 1993 cam-
paign, the Bantams were expect-
ing a lot from themselves, and
still have the opportunity to do
well. The weather and late
spring break haven't helped the
team, but the Bantams are not
making excuses. .The Bantams
Baseball and Football star Jeff Devanney '93.
tory major, and plans on con-
tinuing his study of history after
graduation, "I would like to be
a history teacher in a public
school," comments Jeff.
Jeff has already set up a
jobfornextyear. Ironically, he'll
be the wide receivers' coach for
the Coast Guard team. Jeff will
football and baseball seasons,
and looks fondly at his four years
at Trinity as, "the greatest time."
Coach Decker will be at a
loss after Jeff leaves. "He is a
wonderful person to coach. He
is not only a member of the
squad and someone I coach, I
consider him a friend too. He
has done an outstanding job in
the classroom. He comes from a
tremendousIainily,.Hfthasbeen
a good person to be around for
' three years."
2-1 Week Keeps Women's Softball In Playoff Chase
BYJONMOSKOWJTZ
Sports Writer
The Trinity Women's Softball team
continues to impress, but failed once
again to complete a "week undefeated.
The Bantams went 2-1 on the week, split-
ting a doubleheader with Albertus, and
looked impressive with a win against
Mount Holyoke.
On Tuesday, the women played
their last home game of the season. It
was the final home appearance for se-
niors Angela DeNicola, Julie Roy, Jodi
Falcigno, Lea Macaro and Kathy
Moynagh.
Trinity will be losing five of their
nine starters. All have experienced a
championship, when as freshmen, they
helped lead their team to a undefeated
season.
On Tuesday, Roy took the mound
against Mt, Holyoke looking to further
engrave her name within the Bantam
record books. The Bants turned to their
defense this game, as they shut out the
Lyons 3-0.
In the bo ttom of the second, Macaro
led the inning with a sharp single to left,
and eventually scored.
Then in the bottom of the fifth, the
Bants tried to increase their lead. With
one out, Amanda Smith '96 lined a single
to center, Falcigno tried to score from
second, but was gunned out at the plate,
Coach Ellis tried to hold her up, but
Falcigno had her head down and ran
through the stop sign.
In the bottom of the sixth, Stross
roped a shot down the left field line for a
stand-up double. Macaro followed with
a single up the middle driving in Stross.
Later in the inning, Roy, who reached
base on a fielder's choice, was caught inning massacre (14-3). Monday.
attempting to steal second. It was the But, in the second game, their bats Tufts, last year's NESCAC champ,
first time the Bantams were caught in 35: fell silent, as Albertus defeated the Ban- sent out Jodi Beach, the Roy Hobbs of
attempts. tarns 7-6. Patty Sarmuk '95 took the loss, New England Softball. Tufts appears
On Saturday, the team traveled to as Stross was the only Bantam with a live likely to host this year's tournament, in
New Haven, to take on the Falcons. In bat. Stross had two hits and scored two which Trinity could be a number three or
the first game of the doubleheader, runs on the day, four seed. The Bantams' record is de-
Moynagh had three hits and three RBIs In their final tune-up for the play- ceiving, and they should be a strong
as she led Trinity to a game shortened 5 offs, the Lady Bants took on Tufts on contender in the playoffs.
Laune amaii so dnves a shot up tte middle last Tuesday"™ the Bar^sli^ctory over Mt. HolrokeT KEUY COLLIS
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Baseball (11-8)
Batter
Coppola
Devanney
Ranieri
Rafaniello
Sheehan
Owens
Carbone
Broderkk
Donahue
Tighe
Orlando
Sorio
Canala
Lembo
Sullivan
Mitchell
Rooney
I'ilcher
Carbonc
Nemerever
O'C'onnell
OwPflH
Little
Shwhan
Dowling
Popeleski
Henry
Mitchell
H
22
23
19
17
14
12
9
19
7
11
5
3
4
2
4
1
1
W-L.
4-1)
2-2
2-1
2-2
1-1
0 0
0-2
0-0
0-0
0-0
Thanks lev
Gammons '93 anc
R
16
23
17
6
11
12
4
11
6
8
11
2
4
0
1
0
2
IP
30.1
22.2
20.0
,10.2
14.1
1.(1
6.2
4.0
9.0
1.0
Chris
RBI
9
17
12
11
10
3
8
13
5
11
3
2
0
1
2
0
5
ERA
2.67
3.52
3.86
5.2«
5,65
(UK)
1.35
2.25
15,00
45.00
Brown,
AVG
.415
.359
.345
.333
.298
.267
.265
.264
.250
.224
.179
.375
.333
.333
.250
.250
.077
K
17
19
17
20
7
0
5
3
12
1
Debby
Kate Armstrong '94 for
providing the Statistics
statistics
Men's Lacrosse (3-8)
Player Sh G A
Cartin 57 21 9
Kastrud 47 15 12
Robinson 57 15 6
Phelps 27 9 6
Tansill 38 5 9
Parzych 20 5 7
Stempien 31 9 2
Porto 40 7 4
Davis 25 6 5
Franco 22 4 5
Masi 3 2 1
MacKeigan 3 2 1
Rhoads 4 0 1.
Dibble 4 1 0
Goaltender W-L SVS
Ronan 3-7 144
Hopkins 0-1 37
Eisenhaurer 0-0 2
SVS% GAA
.632 9.9
.507 14.9
1.000 0.0
Athlete of fhe Week
This week's Athlete of the Week is
track star Josh Bruno'93. During the NESCAC
Championships this 'past weekend at
Wesleyan, Bruno captured first place in the
200 meters, look second in the 100 meters, and
third in the long jump. As the anchor on the
4x100 meter relay team, which includes John
Mullaney '93, Tim Yates '94, and Myron Tho-
mas '96, he helped it to a second place finish.
Congratulations Josh on both your recent
birthday (22) and your Stellar performance.
Women's Lacrosse (13-1)
Player Sh G A Pts.
Cragin 111 57 17 74
Rice 100 41 13 54
Leary 78 35 10 45
Davison 61 26 12 38
Cranis 62 26 8 34
Berkman 46 18 8 26
Jones 20 5 5 10
Ryzcek 12 4 5 9
Burnham 3 2 4 6
Griffin 0 0 6 6
Goaltender W-L SVS SVS% GAA
Nicolls 10-1 90 .539 7.2
Fernandes 3-0 53 .624 9.6
Softball (10-6)
Batter H R RBI AVG
Torrisi 1 1 0 .500
Stross 18 14 12 .367
Toolan 14 15 11 .359
Macaro 13 10 13 .351
Roy 8 6 4 .308
Moynagh 14 14 5 .275
Alspach 1 3 1 .250
Turner 4 4 4 .235
Smith 9 7 4 .231
Falcigno 11 16 15 .224
Tukey 4 5 5 .222
DeNicola 8 10 6 .178
Small 2 3 4 .133
Sarmuk 1 3 0 .083
Pitcher W-L IP ERA K
Roy 8-2 61.0 1.38 34
Sarmuk 2-4 35.1 6.14 13
Men's Rugby Strong
BY PKTIik KNIGHT
Sports Writer
Due to the length and
severity of the winter, the
Trinity Rugby team got off to
a delayed start this spring.
Theannual tournament
in Providence, normally the
pinnacle of the season, turned
out to be the Bantam's first
outing. Despite limited prac-
tice hours, Trinity fielded a
mixture of youth and experi-
ence in a 7-0 first round vic-
tory over the University of
Maine.
Capitalizing on their
momentum, the Bantams
rolled past the arrogant Ply-
mouth state 17-5 for a gratify-
ing second time this year, By
the time the Bantams reached
the quarter final round for
their third match of the day,
injuries to valuable players
Jeff Heavey '93 and Paul
Pearlman '95 chipped away
at their stead ily mounting suc-
cess. In a hard fought match,
a seasoned lona team edged
out the Bantams by a score of
10-6.
Though bruised and
depleted,Trinity pulled them-
selves together for a success-
ful mid-week effort against
the University of Connecti-
cut. From there, it was on to
the Wesleyan Tournament,
where the Bantams played
their three final matches.
The well rested Trinity
squad came on strong, mow-
ing down their first two op-
ponents, Wesleyan (34-7) and
the University of Hartford
(27-0).
The Bantams, how-
ever, entered the final round
a little fiat, and with inflated
confidence over their previ-
ous victories. Unable to profit
from a late comeback, the
Bantams ended their season
with a narrow, but disap-
pointing 6-5 loss to Conn
College.
Trinity's season was
marked by exceptional play
from both backs and for-
wards. The welcome addi-
tion this season of Saul
Snowise '93, added extra
power to an already strong
front row with co-captain
Steve Skillman. Sophomore
Chris Bond dominated line
outs, and provided generally
outstanding play at eight
man.
For the backs, hard run-
ning senior co-captain Trip
Pierson led his team up the
middleat outside center. Jun-
iors Joe Aurilio and Joe Gene
along with senior Steve
Grimsrud also bolstered the
Bantam offense with their
share of powerful charges.
Though its eyes are
fixed firmly on the future
with a strong crop of return-
ing underclassmen, Trinity
rugby will surely miss the
senior leadership of captains
Steve Skillman and Trip
Pierson.
Sports writers needed for next semester! If interested,
contact EMU (Box 135 or x.262-3) or jon {Box 320 or x 3370).
Sports Shorts And Notables
Track
Last Saturday^ both the
Men's and Women'sTrack team
traveled down to Wesleyan for
the NESCAC Championships.
The popular "4 by Nasty", the
men's 4 by 100 team composed
of Josh Bruno '93, John Mullaney
'93, Tim Yates '94, and Myron
Thomas '96, came in second.
Senior Josh Bruno won the 200
meter, placed second in the 100
ineter, and finished third in the
long jump. Brian Johnson '93
won the javelin event.
The Women also had an
impressive show. Debbie
Gammons '93 won the 10,000
meter run and placed second in
the 3,000 meter, which was won
by Trinity's Alexis Colby '95.
Christine Siegfried '95 finished
third in both fhe 400 meter dash
the long jump. Lucy Craig '96
was third in the 5,000 meter run.
In the field events , Lisa
Michelizza '96 placed second in
the hammer throw, while Jackie
Kupa '93 finished third in the
shot put.
Men's Lacrosse
The Men's Lacrosse team
traveled to Bowdoin to close
theirseason.Unfortunately, the
Banls lost 19-10. Offensively,
Joe Porto '93, Mark Kastrud '94,
Michael Robinson '94, and Greg
Cartin '96 stood out. Co-cap-
tain JasonMasi '93, Jeff Dempsey
'93, RyanHankard '96, and Clay
Siegert '96, whoall play defense,
held the Bears in check for three
periods. The Bantams were
ahead at the beginning of the
fourth quarter 10-8. Trinity
ended their season 3-8. Three
senior athletes, Joe Porto, Jeff
Dempsey, and Jason Masi have
been nominated for all-star rec-
ognition, and will find'out later
this week if they make the team.
Tennis
Trinity's Men's Tennis
team proved that one day can
make up for a season of frustra-
tion. Despite dropping their fi-
nal two matches last week, 6-3
to Conn on Tuesday and 8-1 to
Holy Cross the following day,
the team regrouped to produce
their best finish in four years at
the NESCAC Championships
this past weekend at Williams.
It's Kappa!
Kappa Kappa Gamma
topped Tri-Delt 18-15 lastSatur-
day in a softball game on the
quad. The game was well at-
tended, and no windows were
broken.
T-Shirts For Tim
Tim Richman '93 has gar-
nered 7 intramural t-shirts over
the last 4 years.
FEATURING
BRICK OVEN PIZZA
956-6000
HOURS
Mon-Thurs 11:30-10:00
Fri & Sat 11:30-11:00
Sun 5:00-9:00
939 Maple Avenue
Haitforti,Cr 06114
SERVING HARTFORD
FOR 56 YEARS
TRIPOD SPORTS
Women's Lax Defeated By Conn, NESCAC
BY ELLEN SCORDINO
Sports Writer
After a grueling week, the
Women's Lacrosse team finishes
their regular season 13-1. They
experienced two losses this past
week, one on the field and one
off.
They lost their first game
toConn College 13-121ast Thurs-
day, and the following day the
NESCAC Presidents unani-
mously voted down the team's
waiverto allow them to be come
eligible for this year's NCAA
Division III Tournament.
Despite these setbacks, the
Bants are ready to come back
stronger in the ECAC tourna-
ment this coming weekend.
Last Tuesday, April 27th,
the Bants traveled to Springfield
College to play a game on turf
and under the lights.
For the first ten minutes
of the game, the teams played
equally well, but by the end of
the first half, Trinity took the
lead 7-3.
In the second half, Spring-
field came on strong and nar-
rowed the score, Trinity held on
to take the game, however, with
afinalscoreof 10-9. CoachRobin
Sheppard noted, "The turf,
lights, and crowd really gave
Springfield the advantage."
Debbie Nicholls '95 had
an excellent game in goal with
ten saves, thwarting numerous
one-on-one situations.
Grace Cragin '93 was the
high scorer of the night, with six
goals and one assist. Her seven
points helped eclipse Trinity's
all-rime career point record, pre-
viously held by Ellie Pierce at
183.
Robin "slippery rock"
Leary '95, Sara Menoyo '95,
Lindsey Davison '94, and Sanny
Burnham '95 each contributed a
goal for the Bants. Kara Ryczek
'96 also had a notably strong
performance both offensively
and defensively.
The star defensive player
of the game was Kelsey Hubbard
'93, as she outhustled
Springfield's players for the en-
tire game.
The Bants played Conn
College next last Thursday,
April 29th. The disappointing
13-12 loss marked Trinity's first
defeat of the season.
The game was very tight
and neither team ever took a
substantial lead. Unfortunately,
the Bants did not seem to be at
their optimal performance and
Conn was incredibly strong.
Cragin put in four goals,
Leary and Davison contributed
three, and Sara Berkman '96 and
Lexi Rice '93 each had a goal.
The goaltending was
shared in this game. "NicKolIs
played until the midpoint of the
second half, when Sharon
Fernandez '96 entered the game.
Nicholls stopped seven shots
and Fernandez blocked four.
Sharpshooter Robin Leary '95 scored five goals in the Biint's victory over Bowdoin. BEN KADLEC
Fernandez made some
fabulous saves when she went
into the game, and she pumped
some life back into the team.
Not enough, however.
Last Saturday, May 1, the
team traveled to Babson, where
they met Bowdoin on neutral
territory. The Bants brought
home another win, as the game
"ended 17-12.
FernandezmadelSsaves,
playing the entire game. The
top scorer of this game was Leary
with five goals and one assist.
Cragin and Rice netted four
goals each, Davidson had three,
and Berkman had one.
The team is now anxiously
awaiting the ECAC tournament.
The one goal loss to Conn Col-
lege has p.ut the Bants as second
seed for the big tournament, but
it also sets up a potential rematch
with the Camels.
Both Conn College, the
first seed, arid Trinity, have re-
ceived first round byes in the
six-team tournament. In the first
round, Williams will host Tufts
and Middlebury will host
Mount Holyoke.
Trinity will face the win-
ner of the Williams/Tufts
matchup this Saturday at Conn
College. Conn will play the win-
ner of the Middlebury/Mount
Holyoke contest the same day.
The finals will be played the
following day at Conn.
AnECAC title remains the
ultimate goal for thisjeam, at
least for this season. With the
motivation to get another crack
at the Camels, Trinity should be
ready. The team's seniors would
like nothing better than to end
their careers with a title.
Hurler Carbone Improves to 4-0
Bioderick lies Hit Record As Bants Sweep Colby
BYBETHFENWICK
Sports Writer
Trinity's Baseball team
played four games this past
week raising their record to 11-
8. Last Wednesday they trav-
eled to Eastern Connecticut Sta te
University, and on Friday they
played against the Bowdoin
Bears at Trinity. But the real
excitement came when they
swept a doubleheader victory
against the Colby Mules this past
Saturday.
In the first game Bantam
fans saw a major milestone fall,
In the bottom of the fifth inning,
two year co-captain Paul
Broderick '93 stepped up to the
plate and smacked a fastpitch in
between firstand second base to
tie the all-time career hits record
at Trinity.
Coach Decker extolled
Broderick as a leader both on
and off the field. IfTrinityhada
team full of players with the
hustle and intensity of
Broderick, no doubt it would be
one of the best teams on the East
Coast. This senior, two-sport
athlete, deserves to be com-
mended on his performance.
Broderick was not the
only player who had a great
game. Al Carbone'95 filled the
bill on the mound with the com-
plete game victory. He only
gave up eight hits in the 10-3
win. Senior co-captain Keith
Raffaniello, Jeff Devanney '93,
Peter Tighe '95, and Mike Ranieri
'94, all collec ted two RBIs for the
day.
^
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Paul Broderick '93 tied Matt Miller's '89 Bantam record of 100 career hits. BENKADUK
In the second game the
Mules got things started with
two runs in the top of the first,
but they were shut down after
the Bantams turned the heal on.
In the bottom of the third, Trin-
ity earned all four of its runs.
Broderick walked with
the bases loaded to bring in
Carbone, who had earlier
doubled. Ranieri then hit a sac-
rifice fly, bringing home Matt-
Orlando'95. With the score tied
at 2-2, Raffaniello doubled to
bring in Devanney and
Broderick.
Starting on the mound for
Trinity was Jeff Owens '94,' but
in the fourth he was relieved by
RyanO'Connell '95.0'Connell's
performance was highlighted i n
the top of the seventh and final
inning.
With Trinity ahead 4-2,
Colby had runners on second
and third with two out and a full
count on the batter. O'Connell
maintained his composure in
this pressure situation.
O'Connell's pitch was grounded
to Carbone in the hole at first.
He threw it to O'Connell, who
sprinted to firstbase and tagged
the final Mule out to end
Trinity's last home game.
Earlier in the week. Trin-
ity played nationally ranked
Eastern Conn away. They lost
to Eastern Conn 12-3.
Owens started the game
and was relieved by Dave Henry
'96 in the fifth. Courtney Little
'95, pitched the seventh and Rob
Dowling '95 pitched the final
inning. The pitching staff gave
up a total of thirteen hits.
Offensively, Trinity had
seven hits and three runs. In the
fifth, Rafaniello singled to bring
in Broderick. In the eighth
Carbone hit a sacrifice fly to
bring home Dan Cappola '95. In
the final inning Tim Rooney '93
singled to bring home Broderick.
The three runs that Trin-
ity got were not enough to stop
Eastern Conn who consistantly
hit well.
Cast Friday, Trinity
hosted Bowdoin and beat them
10-5. Offensively, Chris
Donahue '96 was 2 for 2, and
both Devnnney and Carbone
were 2 for 3. Broderick, in his
usual outstanding style, picked
up 2 RBI, one of which was the
game winning.
Lloyd Nemerever '93
started the game and pitched
eight innings, surrendering only
five hits and no earned runs.
Little relieved him in the ninth
to finish the win.
On Tuesday, the players
will close their regular season
by traveling to Springfield Col-
lege for a 4:00 game. With little
chance of post-season play, th's
hard-knocking ball club will
look to end on a positive note.
